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THE REST OF US CAN STILL LOOK ON

FRIGHTFUL RAILWAY WRECK HAS
OCCURRED

f'EVENING, JANUARY

LEGISLATURE

Itat

OFCOEI IAD0

ON THE ROCK ISLAND

BEGAN TODAY

J

CHOSEN FOR

FORTY MORE

Tf

INJURED
t

.

Head on Collision Because
Operator Failed to Hold
One Train.
HE FLED

AtInCE,

HURTS

NEW

YORK

W

OFFICERS

PISTOL SHOT PRACTICE

Grand Master Hannahan of Locomotive Fireman Refuses Abso- lutely to Talk

Three Are Badly Injured in Wreck
on Great Northern Near
Macon, Montana.

Me-Ite- a,

one of the most terrible disasters In
the history of the Rock Island railroad, which occurred Just before 6
o'clock this morning, about three
miles west of Volland, Wabaunse
county, when westbound train No. 29
and eastboun'd train No. SO met In
Most of the
a head end collision.
killed are believed to be Mexican laborers, who were In the smoker of
No. 29.
The baggage car skidded
over the smoker and crushed down
through the roof, literally crushing
and smashing out the lives of, the meh
who were In It, the majority bf whom
were asleep. Fire followed immediately and five cars of No. 29 were
consumed by the flames.
It Is likely that several bodies were incinerated In these cars, ard It will be a
long thiie bcfro a complete list of
the numar of dead can be ascertained. No. 80 left El Paso Monday
night and was due in Chicago tonight.
No. 29 left Chicago at 8:30 Tuesday
morning for EI Paso and passed
through here at 10 oYt- ck last night.
From the reports received it is evident that No. 29 bore the brunt of
the disaster, as the cars cn No. 30
were not damaged to such an extent
as to prevent them being made up
into a train, and sent wesi in pluce of
the destroyed. No.. 2.
Operator Leaves. Dramatic Message
t
apparently that
There is no
the calamity is one that must be
charged up to humun frailty, and the
blame for it goes onto the unfortunate shoulders of John Lyncs, who
wan the operator at Volland.
Orders had been issued for No. 29
and No. SO to pass at Volland. These
orders had been sent to the operator
at Volland. As No. 29 was running
ahead of No. 30 as far as time goes,
he should have held No. 29 at VolThese were tho last orders
land.
he recelvid and ho lulled to deliver
them. Hla wheratouU are unknown,
as he actually fled before the wreck
occurred, and in a rather dram tic
fashion told in a few words of the
Impending disaster. About five minutes before the collision happened
he called up the nearest dispatcher
and wined:
"No 29 has gone, and I have gone'
also."
Kven with this dispatch at hand,
there was no way to prevent the
wreck. That was the last word from
the operator at Volland. and ho has
not since been seen.
No. 29 was known as the California fust mall and No. 30 as the Chicago fast mail.
Both trains were
made up of ten cars each, of all va
rieties Pullmans, tourist cars, chair
cars, coaches, smokers and baggage
cars and both trains were heavy
-

do-ib-

ones.

Several Injured Will Die.
Of the forty Injured in the Kock
Island wreck, twelve wero seriously
hurt and it is feared half of them
will die. The Mexicans killed were
en route to Kl Paso to work on the
Rock Island road. The Interpreter
who was with them is among
the
killed and it may be difficult to learn
the names of the killed and injured.
El Paw mi ii Among Injured.
Among the passengers injured in
(he Rock Island wreck was It. Suker-maof HI Paso, bruised on head and

n,

body.

Operator tenured and Jailed.
Topeka, Kan., Jan. 2. Operator
John Lynes, who left No. 29 get by
and caused tho Hoc If. Inland wreck,
has been captured and will be jailed
here.
MILWAUKEE SHOWS GREAT
PROSPERITY DURING I9.W.
Milwaukee, Wis., Jan. 2. K r the
year HOC the figures at the clearing
house show the unprecedented increase of approximately $00,000 On?
ever the total figure in clearings
during 1906. The average monthly
increase in clearing has been 25,000.-00- 0
ovr
and in October the lnere
September was $10,000,000. The total clearings in 1605 were $408, 761
4S1, an Increase, of $21,000,000 over
the previous year. Industries of all
kinds ai a flourishing und a new ban
in three months made Its showing f
business.

public.

The Expected Happen.
Philadelphia, Jan. 2. James Mc
Crea of Pittsburg, first vice presi
dent of the Pennsylvania lines east
of Pittsburg, was today elected presiRailroad
dent of the Pennsylvania
company by the directors of that cor
poration, to succeed the late A. J.
Cassatt.

New York, Jan. 2. A dozen per
sons injured, forty families made
homeless, a thousand persons driven
temporarily from their homes, fifty
horses roasted to death and property
valued at $200,000 destroyed. Is the
record today in the worst curly morn
ing fire New York has seen for many
months.
One big tenement house on West
Fifty-thir- d
street and a large boarding stable were destroyed. The lack
of water pressure is said to bo largely responsible for the extent of the
losses, which would have been greater
had not one of the big fire boats,
which draws Its supply from the Hudson, came to the rescue.
A great crowd gathered und ! was
all Hie police could do to preserve the
semblance of order In the streets, and
for a time the thieves were given almost a free hand to loot tho burned
buildings. In", two cases the police
fired (t the. looters, but so far as
One negro
kubw.u no one 'was hit.
was arrested after a chase of several
blocks, (luring which the police fired
ut him repeatedly.

HARRIMAN AND STAFF GO
BEFORE THK COMMISSION
'New York, Jan. 2. K. H. Harri-nian'- .,
president of the Union and
Southern Pacific, and many members
of his official staff have been sum
moned to testify before tho. Interstate
Commerce commission at its session,
which will begin here Friday. .JThe STEPPER PJTJWHK CHICAGO
Investigation, it is believed, will last
FLYER AND WERE KILLED.
for many weeks.
New York, Jan. 2. Elmer Dunn,
Clarence Bennett, Wm. E. Casey and
GRAND 51 ASTER OF THE
FIREMEN WONT TALK William Bell, all of Newark, N. J.,
Peoria, Jan. 2. The adjourned were killed last night by the breaking
meeting of the grand executive board of a coupling pin on tho Lehigh Valof locomotive firemen and engineers ley truin at South Plainfleld, N.
boys were stealing a ride on the
was still in session at 1 o'clock, and
It was announced that nothing would freight train and icpied off directly
flyer.
be given out for public until after its in front of the Chicago-boun- d
When asked if he
final adjournment.
WRECK W AS DI E TO THE
had received an answer to the ultimaSPREADING OF THE RAILS.
tum sent to President E. II. Harri-ma- n
Helena, Mont.. Jan. 2. Three perlate last night, John J. Hannahan, grand muster, said: "I have ab- sons were badly Injured in a wreck
solutely nothing to give out at this yesterday of the Oriental limited,
westbound, on the Great Northern, at
time."
Maeon, Mont. The wreck was due to
the spreading of the rails, which
CANADIAN FARMERS
WANT TARIFF REDUCED, caused the entire train, with the exottowa, Jan. 2. While admitting ception of the diner and rear sleeper,
that the government has great dif- to leave the track.
ficulties in framing a suitable tariff
the farmers in this province have RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT
MAKING IM PKOVEM ENTS.
banded themselves together to fur.Jan. 2. GovernSt. Petersburg
ther reduce the tax on raw materials. They complain bitterly that no ment officials are today allocating to
reductions have been made on cotton, the peasants large tracts of land at
wool and sugar and at a meeting to- very low prices in the regions of
and
Kostroma
day Mr. Erury, vice president of the Nijnl Norgorod.
Is most
farmers association stated that there Vlatka, where the famine
was a feeling throughout the coun- acute. The farms are partly stocktry that a monled aristocracy was be- ed on the government loan system.
ing created which was getting out It is plain however that this genergovof touch with the common people. ous action on the part of the
"They were all aware," he said, "that ernment Is to detach the peasant
for politics, from the
farmers who had previously been who care little movement,
by setttle-In- g
voting conservative and lilsh tariff revolutionary
the agrarian problem as far as
were now liberal." The agitation
It Is solvable. Jews are now being
against the tariff Is spreading.
admitted to the techtnal institutions
in larger numbers than ever before
FLORIDA ORANGE CROP
and in some cases they now number
HEAVY DURING SlvW
Jacksonville, Jan. 2. Upwuris of 40 per cent of the whole. The minister
of public instruction has prepared
sixty per cent of the Florid i cllru
season a bill to all the Jews to open edu
fruit has been shipped for th orange
cational establishments on the same
and eighty per cent of the
crop has been forwarded to northern lines us all Russian Institutions.
of fruit Compulsory education is also about
The shipments
markets.
The government is
have been very heavy sinew the sea- to be introduced. power
to relieve the
son opened. Pineapple r.ro now be- doing all in Its
ing shipped to New York Pi large terrible distress but the local governquantities via the Clyde line and ors are pllferrlng the supplies and recelery which Is now ripening will be selling them.
at (he
forwarded In largo qiiantHI-GREAT PROSPERITY CON- end of this month.
TINI EK IX ITALY.
Naples. Jan. 2. The prosperity of
this country continues as the budget
WILL REVOKE LICENSE
statement shows an unexpected surplus of more than $10,000,000 for the
year with an estimated surOF TIMBER SALOONS current
plus of $5,000,000 for the next. A
great movement is impending towards the relief of taxation and the
Valencia
of
sheriff
Baca,
Curio
of local finance. At the comcounty. Is In the city on official mat- relief
ing session of parliament a sum of
Ket-ne- r,
for
tonight
leave
will
He
ters.
$122,400,000 wil be asked for to ImIn the Zunl mountains, where he prove
the railways in the country.
the
saloonkeepers
that
notify
all
will
of Valencia IMPORTED SEALSKINS
county commissioners
county have concluded to revoke their
MUCH CHEAPER.
licenses for the sale of liquors in
London, Jan. i At Lamshons sale
lumvery
troublesome
these hitherto
sealskins fetched $22, while
today
ber camps.
upwards of seven thousand sold for
informed
will
be
saloonkeepers
The
All the skins were Imported
$18.
that the commissioners of Valencia from Japan. The Hudson Day comcounty will hold a meeting at Los pany are still holding their stock In
Luiius on Saturday, Jan. 19, at which reserve.
meeting they can appear to show
cause why their licenses should not
a
be revoked.
STATION
f ETHNOLOGICAL
Sheriff Baca stated that all thu
WANTED FOR SANTA Hi
lumthese
cmlnating
from
troubles
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Delegate
ber camps can be traced to "booze,"
. Washington, Jan. 2.
pay
on
usual
Is
men,
as
and when the
Andrews is pressing the com- disjuice
up
corn
with the
duys, till
mlttee for an ethnological sta- pensed over the bars out there, a
tion at Santa Fe, which Is near
large number of fights usually occur,
the center of the Cliff Dwellers
and some of these fights have in the V ruins.
Prof. Hewett U assist- - 4
past and will In the future result in a ing both with the committee a
a
serious mishaps and murder if the a' and before the department.
trutlic ib not stopped.
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Switch Locks Broken, Tool House Set
on Fire and Section Foreman
Shot In the Hand.
Special to The Evening Citizen.
San Antonio. N. M., Jan. 2. Wtth
only the motive of getting even with
the section foreman for some tiivlulj
reason, attempts have been innde the
past few nights to wreck Santa Fe
trains at this place. Switch locks
have been broken and switches turned, but fortunately no nccldents have
occurred as yet.
Last night us the section foreman
was repairing a broken lock, n voice
from the darkness told him not to do
do so ut the peril of his life. The
hardy foreman defied the voice. A
pistol shot rang out. The bullet cut
the hand that held the broken lock.
Th foreman, through great presence
of mind, saved himself from further

shots by kicking over his lantern.
The authorities were notified immediately and Ben Williams and several
Santa Fe detectives reached the scene
last night. Considerable excitement
prevails among the native people. The
section foreman la a native and the
persons suspected of the crime are
natives.'
Previous to breaking the switch
lock last night, the tool house wan
set on fire, but the fire was extinguished bpfore much damage
was
done.
All attempts at the destruction of
property have been made in the north
yards and that is the reason for the
theory that the Intended injury is
more directed at the section foreman
than the railroad.

s
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JUDGE WHILE ON THE BENCH
St. Ijouis, Jan. 2. Just ufter Judge
J. A. McDonald, of the circuit court,
convened court this morning. Miss
Rosa Weil suddenly arose from
among the spectators und fired point
lank at the judge with a revolver.
She
The bullet missed its murk.
was disarmed and arrested. She was
a litigant in a cosh concerning a disputed inheritance which was tried before Judge McDonald two months

a few moments before tho court convened, and took seats quietly among
the spectators. The attorney sturted
to address the court, when Rosa,
without warning, rose and fired at
Judge McDonald. A witness who was
seated near her prevented her firing a
second time. The woman maintained
a perfect calm and a deputy sheriff
took both sisters Into custody.
The
judge did not rise from his seat during the excitement. "Take that woago.
man out of the court room," he said
Rosa Weil, accompanied by her and then proceeded with tho case
sister. Clara, entered the court room
him.

bo-fo- re

SOME THINGS OF INTEREST
IN OLD

WORLD COUNTRY

Bushire, Persia, Jan. 2. A thou-ran- d
Turkish soldiers, remnants of
about 4,000 sent to Nojd Penslulat
two years ago to suppress an Arab
revolt, returned to Bushire, Asiatic
Turkey, in a deplorable
condition.
Over 2,000 of their comrades died of
disease or starvation, and the rest deserted.

nationalists yesterday, und two
by tho
eminent stores were
terrorists.

Russiu Ha Armed (juict.
Jan. 2. The lookout of the
factory employes here continues, but
with tho exception of isolated conflicts of a factional character, quiet
has benerally been maintained. The
authorities have exiled seventy-fou- r
unemployed persons who took part In
the disturbance here recently. Fourteen workmen were killed or wounded In fights between tho socialists and

ity.

Lodz,

f

gov-loot-

Personal Ixtadon lU'iiu,.
London. Jun. 2. Tho Dally Mall
quotes a friend of the late Lady
as saying that the bulk of
her great estate will go to her husband, and that it is unlikely the will
contains any largo bequests to char(leneral Booth, head of the Sulva-tio- n
Ariny, will start about the middle of Februury on a tour of the
world. He will go to New York,
thence to Canada, and will embark
from Seattle for Japan, April 2. 'The
remainder of Ids itinerary has not
been fully piuuned. General Booth
says It Is the lat trip of the kind 'he
will make.

..

MAY BUY
ALBANY ROAD.

Boston, Jan. J. The cancelation
of the lease of the Boston ft Albany
rt.ii.oad to the New York Central Is
demanded tn a bill introduced in the
legislature today.
It is alleged that
Massachusetts is discriminated against
In favor of New York Id Its service.
By provision of the Boston A Albany
charter, after th lease lias toeen canceled the commonwealth may pur
chase the stock of the ralfroind
.

';''

AGRICULTURAL" DECAY '
IN ENGLAND INCREASING.
London, Jan. 2. At a f iw''" bf
the Royal' AgrlcuItO'.af fc:Ay today
Lord Tredegar, who 7 rest 4 I, 'stated
th . the decay
Jfy.nU'; ijrfcul-Onr- tf
was due. to Utrk? causes: First
there-wathe fact of foreign
maintaining state departments for the assistance of agriculture organised on an extensive scale
and amply supplied with funds whlls
Great Britain did little or nothing.
Second, there was the fact ' that foreign food can be brought to the British consumer cheaper than food produced on British soil so that the
British farmer, is actually at a disadvantage, having to pay higher taxes and rates than the foreigner, and
into the bargain more for the cost
of moving his goods to the market.
Third, there was the fact that everywhere abroad the farmer was protected by a tariff. The meeting decided to frame a bill to protect British agriculturists.
--
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And

It of Airs. Ada

Robs

Campfleld-CIarko-

.

a

Beau-

tiful Young Woman.'
This afternoon, at 2:10 o'clock. Mrs.
Ada Camptleld-Clarkwife of How
ard Clarke, died at the home of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George A.
Campfleld. No. 221 North Seventh
street, ufter a short Illness, the direct cause of death' being intestinal
obstruction.
Last Friday night, at about 6
o'clock, Mrs. Clarke was taken suddenly ill. and Dr. W. Q. Hope was
hastily summoned. During her Ill
ness, which was serious from the be
ginning, local physicians were brought
Into consultation, and on yesterday,
while here. Dr. J. P. Kaster, of To
peka, was ulso consulted. All agreed
with Dr. Hope in his diagnosis of the
case, but were unable to give any en
couragement
to the
husband and parents, who trusted and
prayed that some change for the better would be announced.
Their prayers were no avail, and,
although conscious up to within a few
minutes of her death, when she call
ed her husband, parents and sister.
Josephine, to her bedside and bid
like
them all "the eternal good-byethe sweet scented and lovely flower
that comes forth to gladden and then
fades and withers away, so God
plucked this beautiful young wife and
took with Him her soul to that "home
not made with hands eternal In the
Heavens."
The deceased, had she lived until
January 6th. would have been 20
years of age. She was born In St.
Louis, and came with her parents to
this city sixteen years ugo. Her edu
cation was acquired In the schools of
this city, and her rich, beautiful soprano voice has been heard in the
principal churches and social con
certs. She was always willing to help
out In these entertainments, especial
ly if they were for charity, and last
Suiiduy a week ago, sang a beautiful
solo at the Congregational church
Rev. Barron had her name on the
program for another solo the past
Sunday, but her sickness, which culminated in her death this afternoon,
prevented her appearance.
On March 25, 1908, she was united
in marriage to Howard Clarke, the
ceremony being performed before a
number of Intimate friends of the
two families in the home where death
has Just robbed her of her life, and
now, before tho anniversary of that
happy event hus come, the young
husband is bowed down In the greatest of grief.
Telegrams announcing her death
have been sent to eastern relatives by
Mr. Campfleld and Mr. Clark, and not
until some answer Is received to the
messages will the funeral arrangements be announced.
The Evening Citizen extends Its
condolence to bereaved parents and
husbund.
e,

grief-strick-

YOUNG

Blair,-o-

-

.QK.

(5

TRAINS

W. C.

s.

Mineral county, is chief clerk of the
house; II. Y. Luether, Weld, assistant
chief clerk; J. L. Fraser, JJenver.
Reading clerk; O. H. Wilson,'- Cone
jos, bill clerk; Irvln Stan Euren,
Boulder, docket clerk;. A. R. Young,
Denver, sergeant-at-arm-

0

"

s

.

WERE

Denver, Jan. 2. The sixteenth gen
eral assembly of Colorado convened
at noon today. tlt consists of seventy
republicans and thirty democrats.
There was no contest over organisa
tion, the oWoors having bean selected by the republican caucus.
Rep
resentative Robert O. Breckenrldge,
of Rio Grande, was elected speaker
of the house; Senator M. E. Lewis, of
Fremont, president pro tern, of the
Among the officers, of the
senate.
senate are 1 B. Strait, Pueblo, secretary; Harry Ruffner. Denver, assistant secretary; John L. Peters, Creedo.
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Massachusetts Legislature Has
3111 Canceling Lease of Boston
and Albany to N. Y. Central.

POLICE NEED

BEFORE THE COMMISSION

'
I

Consists of Seventy Republ'
"'
icans and Thirty
Democrats.;

..

Majority of Killed and Injured
2. James
New York. Jan.
of
director and
Were Mexican Laborers For
who it
the Pennsylvania railroad,
the Railway Company.
was stated is likely to succeed the
late A. J. Cassatt, as president of the
road, arrived In New Tork yesterday
2.
Thirty
Topcka,
Kan., Jan.
and had a conference with Henry C.
Prick. No official statement regardseriously. Is the estimated result of ing the conference has been made

Y
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DESTROYING

PEHSY

IS

WAS SINCE CAPTURED

'

FIRE

James McCrea. First Vice Property Valued at S200.000J
Four Boys stealing Ride
Succeeds the Late
- A. J. Cassatt.
Meet Death.

BADLY

i.,.L

FIERCE

KILLED PRESIDENT

THIRTY

,"

HINDIS WML HE

11 Alt-

-

RED FROM CANADA.
Ottowa, Jan. 2. It was officially
announced today that the Indian
government Is about to take steps to
prevent the further Immigration of
Hindus to this country. A very largo
number of Hindus are ut present on
the verge of starvation In Vancouver.
.

gor-ernme-

STUYVESANT FISH SAYS
INDUSTRIAL

IS AT
Money

Is

World-Wid-

in Its

e

Scarcity and Wall Street
Is Blamed.
MAN OF SEVENTY KILLS

HIMSELF OVER ELECTION
New York, Stuyvesant Fish In a
statement for the
declares that u great industrial
crisis Is due and that there are many
Journal-Commerci-

al

Indications of its being Imminent.
"Despite the unprecedented output
of gold," Fish writes, "money is dear
the world over, and dear because of
high prices and activity in trade."
Other causes for dear money are that
Great Britain has not fully made up
the losses of the Boer war; that Japan und Russia, particularly the latter, have scarcely begun to recover
from their war and their tremendous
losses In capital; ami because of the
calamities of San Francisco and Valparaiso. Wall street is also absorbing more than Its share of loanable
money. He says that the Investing
public is staying out of Wall street
because of the methods of corporate
finance now in use in New York, and
that Europe shares the distrust.

SIAENTY YEAR OLD M N
SUICIDRS OVER DEFEAT
Boston, Jan. 2. Depressed, it is believed, over his defeat for reelection
as register of deeds, the office which
years,
he had filled for twenty-fiv- e
Thomas Temple committed suicide today by Inhaling Illuminating gas. He
was "0 years old.
CAUSE GREAT
DESTRUCTION IN CANADA.
Kingston, Ont., Jan. 2. Wolves
are becoming so numerous all ovo."
the province that bands of men are
being organised to hunt them. Today upwards of seven hundred men
collected nt Owen sound to hunt a
which are
large pack of wolves
causing great desruetlon In the
WOLVES

ALBDQUEKQLE

VAUK TWO.

r
Jjob as msyor of Chicago." Me could
wmembff the listen of hi elec- a.
S.
I
MS.
I II II J
tlon or Insuiruratlnn, however, and
Attorney Crulce, who was an unsucfly Ml WMkhr fry
cessful candidate In the same
Citizen Publishing Company
had to Jog his memory.

Ttt

Headquarters

n,

WANTED.
WANTED An errand boy at the
Lion Store.
WANTED A capable girl for general
house work. Inquire 903 Copper
avenue.
WANTED At once a saleslady; one
who speaks Spanish preferred. L,
Kempenlch.
WANTED Carriers for paper routes.
Apply 206 South Broadway. Good
pay to right party.
WANTED A girl for general house
Mrs. Robert Putney, 615
work.
West Copper avenue.
WANTED A competent girl to do
general housework. Apply at 61
Copper avenue. Call mornings. ,
WANTED People to go to P. E.
Daniel for first-clas- s
shoe repairing.
Corner Railroad avenue and
Broadway,
WANTED Help furnished and em- ployment of all kinds
secured
promptly. Call on, write or phone
Colburn's Employment agency. 109
West Sliver avenue. Auto Phone

For Fine

AGAINST TIIK
I'KKKIDKNT IS GROW1NU.
Washington:
Kvidence accumulates that Tresldent Itoosevolt has lost
control of the organizations of his
party in the southern states, and some
others, and that the "old crowd" of
republicans, who learned politics at
fftsJaJ
f Bernalillo Comfy the feet of Marcus Aurellus Harms,
City of Albwquerque,
are once more in power there. This,
the wise ones say, bodes ill for any
candidate for the republican nomination In 1908 who bears the Roosevelt
Tto Ur(t w Male Cktsbflw.
iifprt Strtswt krtM OfCThflf, brand, and Indicates that a "conservative" will secure tho coveted prize.
OIMJAM7.ATION

Toilet Goods

uiPpr

MELON HYBRID
WHICH RIPENS
IN WINTER
California Product Which Is
Expected to Revolutionize
Melon Industry.
00CT0R GETS
IHO

2,000

HISJPATIENT

MAW WORDS

FEE
DIED

French Court Decides Tradesmen
Must Consider Husbands Means
In Selling to Wife.
..Lou Angeles: O. I). Wilhite, a
Boyle Heights horticultural wizard of
the Luther Burbank type, has produced a wonderful new winter melon
which he believes eventually will revolutionize the melon industry.
The new hybrid, a blend of the
eaeaba. or pineapple melon, the
and the muscat grape, is oblong in shape and weighs ten and a
holf pounds. In appearance It somewhat resembles the pomegranate. It
ia a deep orango color, marked with
matches and stripes of dnrk green.
It is a delectable fruit and one that
will prove a new triumph for the California fruit grower, and especially
appealing to easterners.
The work of propagation and experimenting has been carried on at
Rlrrde. but Mr. Wilhite recently
has mr.red to this city and is now locate at 1510 East Fourth street,
wbure he is attempting the development of additional fruit combinations.
pome-'grana-

James, to be paid from the estate of
Mrs. Mary J. Lattimore, formerly a
wealthy widow of Ocean Park.
Dr. Bryant operated upon Mrs. Lattimore for appendicitis on September
.
The patient died the following
ay.
It was found that she had no
direct heirs and Mary McGrath was
appointed executrix for the estate,
valued at 184,200. The executrix refused to pay the doctor's bill of $2,500
aod he sued to recover.
Physicians testified that $2,500 was
not an excessive fee for such an
One of them stated that
wach medical attention
was worth
snuch more In "dangerous" cases.
FRENCH IDEA OF WIFELY
DUTIES AND PRIVILEGES.
Paris: A case that Is interesting
husbands and dressmakers has been
decided by the courts. A fashionable
dressmaker demanded several thousand dollars for a score of gowns furnished to a woman in two months,
and sued the husband and wife to recover. In its decision the court pointed out that ever. If the huBband gives
the v.ite authority to purchase toilettes It must be presumed that he
Intends to be reasonable.
It rules that It Is the duty of the
dressmaker to Inquire whether orders
given by the wife accord with the
husband's financial and social status.
Tradesmen are also cautioned to show
prudence and reserve when apparently exaggerated orders are given.
The court reduced the demand of the
dressmaker almost to half.
SHOWN

HUT NO

MORE Dl'STKItS GOTTEN.
Washington: A requisition for four
turkey feather dusters, received from
tho land register at Olympla, Wash.,
was yesterday acted upon adversely
by the commissioner of the general
land office.
in a thousand word letter the reg
ister told tho sad story of how a set
of dusters In his oftlce had recently
been put out of commission.
It ap
pears that a careless messenger left
them on the renter's desk one day.
and In cleaning up spilled a quart
bottle of ink all over the feathers.
Hence the requisition.
reply the commis
In a
sioner Informed the register that he
would have
transact business without dusters for a while.

KIN ESS IS

IJY LOS AVUKIiKS.

Los Angeles: Rank clearings broke
all records In 1906. The total for the
year was 1578,630,517, against
8
for the preceding year, a gain
of 198,650,219.
The clearings for
December were (52,715.830, an increase of $10,879,101 over the corresponding month of 1905.
$179,-85,29-

POSTAL CARD WHICH WAS
SENT TO SPEAKER CANNON.
A souvenir
Washington:
postal
card, postmarked New York, was received at the capltol tho other day.
It wuh addressed to "L'nel Joe Cannon, House of Representatives, Washington, D. C." and reads as follow?:
"Uncle Joe: Joe Foruker will stnal
all tii nigger ttelegutex If you don't
watch out."
The writer forgot to put a stump
on the card, and before L While
Busby, secretary to the speaker, could
get It out ot the malls he had to puy
Uncle Sam two cents, owing to there
being writing o nthe face of the card.
On the reverse of the caid were the
counterfeits of two Africans, thick of
Up and wi'ie of mouth, each of w hom
hud a ring in his nose. One of them
was evidently suffering from tooth
ache, and the other held behind his
back a pair of pincers, Intruded to do
deadly execution.
CHICAGO'S MAYOR HAS
BUT POOH ItECOLI J ACTION
Chicago: When Mayor Dunne was
summoned to tell the Jury how hard
he. President Shea, of the teamsters'
union, and many of the lutUr's lieu
tenants worked to secure arbitration
Most of the
of the strike of 1905.
questions were ruled out, but the story
was practically told by the Interro
gations of the attorney fur the team
nter accused of conpirucy to use the
strike as a means of wrecking busl
ness Interests they did not like.
The mayor gave a rapid sketch of
his career, saying he served thirteen
years on the bench, und "now has a

We try to Leop in stock all tlie
well known and reliable Toilet
lreparaUon on the market. It
we tutven't what yon want wo
will get it for you. We are able
to always srrvc your Interest
In the host powdble way.

The HIGHLAND

270.

PHARMACY

'j

Life Building.

Occidental

and
East Railroad Menus

Corner Broadway

Colo PI tone, Bluck 30.

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth
Gold Filling
Gold Crowns
ltln less Extracting
ALL

$1.50 up
$

50c

WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEED.

600-wo-

ROOM

DO

te

AN OPERATION WHICH WAS
COSTLY, ALTHOUGH USELESS.
Los Angeles: ' Dr. Ernest A. riryant
was granted a fee of $2,00 by Judge

EXCELLENT IU

PKKWDKNT !.nXKY THINKS
ItOOSEVKLT ALMOST IN SANK.
Columbus, Ohio: "President Roosevelt Is almost Insane on militarism,
or at least that is his fad." declared
President tiabney. of the University
of Cincinnati, In dtscuslng the recent
recommendation of the president regarding the establlhment of target
practice for school children in con
Continunection with their studies.
ing, he said:
"While the president is undoubtedly sincere In what he hns recommend
run I
ed, he has let his enthusiasm
away with his better Judgment.
He
has had an much fun out of the Span
war as he would out of
a bear hunt, and, tio doubt, thinks
other people have the same feelings
he has. Shooting is good In Its way.
but there are hundreds of other things
we need far more In our schools."

B. F. COPP,
12, N. T. ARMIJO I1L1 H.5.

YOU

17.000,000 PEASANTS ON
VERGE OF STARVATION.
St. Petersburg, Jan. 2. The min

WANT

10

MAKE

MONEY?

ister of the interior, fearing that the
grain contracted for with the firm of
Lldval, for the famine stricken peasants would not reach its destination
in stipulated time the 15th of this
month has purchased a supply of
4,150 trucks of grain to be delivered
at the various specified railway sta
tions today. Apart from this the government authorities are buying grain
for food and seed to be distributed
all over the country. Half the sup
plies ordered for the starving peasants do not reach them. It Is stated
that seventeen million peasants are
on the verge of starvation.

If you do, write the Occidental Life
Insurance Co. for full particulars of
their inducements to energetic men
and women to sell Its new guaran
teed dividend policy. Some of our
salesmen are making $200 a week.
Why can't you do it. Perhaps you
can if you will try. We want a hust
ling representative in every town in
New Mexico and Arizona. No get rich
quick schemes or gift enterprises but
a straight out and out guaranteed
contract from start to finish. Easy
to talk, easy to sell and honest in
every particular.
JAPANESE HUSHING TO
Occidental Life Insurance Co. of
THE UNITED STATKH. New Mexico and Arizona, home
2. Complaints
Honolulu,
Jan.
Albuquerque, N. M.
are being made here that the Japanese are overrunning the Island and
.NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
are displacing shopkeepers, contractors, carpenters and tradesmen gen- Department of the Interior,
Lund
erally. Hundreds of them are arrivOffice at Santa Fe, N. M.
ing monthly but most of them make
Dec. 29, 190H.
for the American coast. The United
Notice Is hereby given that Santi
States commBlsloner of Immigration ago Oriego of Carpenter, N. M., has
who left here a few days ago for San tiled notice of his intention to make
Francisco will call the attention of final five-yeproof in support of
his government to the matter.
his claim, viz: Homestead entry No.
10.301 made Nov. 20. 1906, for the
LARGE HERRING FISH
and lots 1 and 2, Section
S'a NB
ERY ARAN1MNED. 3, Township 9 N., Range 6 E.. and
Gloucester, Mass.,
Jan. 2. The that said proof will be made before
United States government tug Po H. W. S. Otero. United States Court
tomac, after freeing the imperilled Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N.
herring fleet from the Ice. has re- M.. on Feb. f. 1907.
turned to Boston. The fleet was
He names the following witnesses
frozen, In off the bay of Islands and lo prove his continuous residence upwhen liberated decided to take no on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
more chances but headed for home
Venceslado Griego, Salomon Grie- with almost empty holds. The fish- go, Darlo Chavez and J. R. Carpening has been abandoned for the sea ter, all of Carpenter, N. M.
son.
MANUKL R. OTERO,
Register.
THE TROUBLE IN MORROC- CO BECOMING SERIOUS.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Tangier, Jan. 2. The two thousand
armed men ordered by the Maghzen department of the Interior,
I .and
assembled at Fex today under com
office at Santa Fe, N. M.
mand of Guebbas. Kald Sla Henry
Dec. 29. 190.
McLean,
British commissioned of
Notice is hereby given that Lucio
ficer, and a doctor of the French Ortega of Chiltli. N. M., has filed no
military mission at Fez. are ac tice of his intention to make final
companying the mission. The sultan five-yeproof in support of his
will proceed In state to meet
the claim, viz: Homestead entry No.
commander In chief notwithstanding 6,702 made Dec. 10, 1901. for the
orders from the powers to the con WV4 NEK and E
NWH, Section
trary.
12, Township g N., Range 6 K., and
that said proof wil be made before
TOURING THE WORLD
H. W. 8. Otero, United Stales Court
IN AN AUTOMOBILE. Commissioner,
at Albuquerque, N.
2. Charles J. M , on Feb. B. 1907.
City, Jan.
Mexico
Glldden, of Boston, who is touring
He names the following witnesses
the world In an automobile, arrived to prove his continuous residence uphere today from Guyas. Mr. Gridden on, und cultivation of, the land, viz:
who expects to travel GO, 000 miles in
Francisco Garcia, Kstolano Ortega,
the same cur, travels at a rate of Lorenzo Sanchez and Kdwurd Carter,
nearly forty miles an hour. He bears all of Chllill. N. M
a letter of greeting from President
MANUEL It. OTERO.
Roosevelt to President Diaz, und will
Register.
Slgnor
Dluz
with
an
audience
have
this afternoon.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
HUNTING ABANDONED
I epuit ineiit
of the Interior,
Land
IN NORTHERN STATES.
office at Santa Fe, N. M.
lAken, S. C, Jan. 2. Owing to the
Dec. 29. 1906.
frost in the north fox hunting has
Notice is hereby given that Jesus
A number of the
been abandoned.
Ortega or Clilili. N. M, has tiled
members of the .Meadow Hunt club notice of his intention to make final
have arrived here where they will llve-yrproof in support
of his
hunt during the season with the park claim, viz
entry No.
Homestead
of Thomas Hitchcock Jun.
K.70U
made Dec. 10, 1901, for the
SWVi
Section 1, W,4 aVVi
Bware of Ointments for Catarrh That und NWVi SW14.
Section 12. TownContain Mercury,
N., Range 6 K., and that said
as mercury will surely destroy the sense ship
and completely derange the proof will be made before H. V. 8.
of win.
entering it through Otero, United States Court Commiswhole system whi-the mucous surfaces. Hui'h articles sioner, at Albuquerque. N. M., on
should never be used except on ires
erlptlnns from reputable physicians, ns Feb. 0, 1907.
the damage they will do is ten fold to
He names the following witnesses
thrt good you can possibly derive from
them. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured to prove his continuous residence upty K. J. Chenney & Co., contains no on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
mercury, ana is taken Internally, acting
Francisco Garcia, Estolano Ortego,
oir.M iiy upon me mood ana mucous stir,
faces of the system. In buying llali'i Lorenzo Sanchez and Edward Carter,
Caturrh Cure he sure you Ket the sen all of Chllill, N. M.
uliie.
It is taken internally and made
MANUEL R. OTERO.
in toieuo, jnio uy t J. Cheney & Co.
Register.
Testimonials free.
of-Ic- e,

ar

ar

.
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Sold by druKk'ists.

lie
Take Hall's Family
tlon.

l'rlce,

75c.

per

bot- -

Pills for const Ipu

NOTICE OF MEETING.
The annual meeting ef the stock
holders of the Bank of Commerce
will be held at its banking house, on
Monday, Januaiy 7th, 1907, for the
election of directors for the ensuing
year, and for the transaction of any
other business that may properly
w. y,
come before the meeting.
Kirickler, Cashier.
FEE'S PEERLESS HOME-MADCANDIES, AT WALTON'S DRUG

WKDNKMMY. J A NLA II

8, IMT.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Tllr rVrNlNlf riTI7rM.not
VlllfcLII

ram-palg-

EVENING CITIZEN.

Cured of Lung Trouble.
"U 1b now eleven years since 1 had
a narrow escape from consumption,"
writes C. O. Floyd, a leading business
nuin of Kershaw, H. C. "I had run
down In weight to 135 pounds, and
coughing was constant, both by day
and by night.
Finally I began tak
ing Dr. King's New Discovery, and
continued this for about six months,
hen my cough and lung trouble were
entirely gone and I was restored to
my normal weight, 170 pounds."
Thousands of persons are healed
every year. Guaranteed by all drug
gists.
60c and $1.00.
Trial bottle

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO,

MONEY to LOAN
Pianos, Organs,
Furniture,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10
and as high as $200.
Loans are
quickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one year given.
Goods remain in your
possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and
Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Olen Evenings.
On

a (treat snap In u 9 acre
t. iireucu; also
bargain in new brick resi1

II.
an..l. .nut?
,

--

1

NEW MEXICO

capital Kid scrpius, $100,000

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

""

"n""'
i

With Amplt Means and Uiuurptttdtf Facilities.

On Sixth Street
Now have

....

ALBUQUERQUE

We Sold the Snap
miit-ii-

second- WANTED
Gentleman's
hand clothing. No. 616 South Flnst
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
WANTED Bids for the construction
of hotel building at Helen, N.
M. Plans can bo seen at the office
of E. B. Crlsty, architect, Albuquerque, N. M. The John Becker
Company, Helen, N. M.
Fe
WANTED Teams The Santa
Gold & Copper Mining Co., wants
teams for coal haul from Hngan
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
good
All
for other purposes.
teams making application will be
given work. Geo. O. Marrs, Superintendent.
FOR RENT.
FOR RENT Up to date furnished
rooms, 414 North Fourth street.
New
FOR RENT
618 North Sixth
house, modern.

PROPERTY IOANS.

PERSONAL

I
I

dence, close In, on
Ixm lands.
UI Ave.
110 West

POR TERFIELD CO.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts
frpltal, $150,000.00.

110 West Gold Ave.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

and

Solicits

OFFICERS AND DnUSCTORU
Solomon Luna, Preniaent: W. S. Btrickler, V. P. and CashierJohnson, . at. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh. J. C. Baldrldge,
mon n.una, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E.

-

LAWYERS.

-

W

Solo--

Croiwell.

Ira M. Ilontl.
ATTORNEY
AT LAW. 32 F.St..
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions,
luna patents,
copyrights,
caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
K. W. D. llryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuouer.
que, N. M.
Office,
First National
Rank building.
E. W. IHbson.
ATTORNEY AT UW.
Office,
Cromwell block. Albuquerque. N. M.
street.
DENTISTS.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room;
gentleman only. 723 West Copper
DR. J. E. KILIPT.
avenue.
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and 3. Harnett l.nil.imi
b'OR RENT Front rooms for light
housekeeping;
rent reasonable. over O'RIelly's drug- store, Automat
ic phone 238.
Appointments made
Apply rear 624 West Railroad.
cottage by mall.
RENT Furnished
FOR
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
Apply at
flats; very reasonable.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
110 Coal avenue, east end of via9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
hours,
duct.
p. m. to 6 p. m.
Both Dhones. Ad-FOR RENT Several pleasant, new polntments made by
mall.
ly furnished rooms, with bath and
Second
electric light. 519 North
PHYSICIANS.
street.
DR. J. It. ILVYNES
y
FOR RENT A six room
Physician anil Surgeon.
of Seventh
brick house, corner
Rooms 11 and 13. N. T. Arm! to
street and TIJeras avenue. Inquire building.
at Lommorl & Matteuccl, C24
DR. 11. L. HLST.
West TIJeras avenue.
Office,
8, NT. T. Armljo Bltljr.
Nicely
lurnished
FOR RENT
Tuberculosis
treated with High
rooms, $1.25 to $1.50 per week; Frequency
Current And
25c to 50c per night. Also rooms Germicide. Electrical
given each
for light housekeeping.
The Min- day from 8 a.Treatments
m. to 4 p. m. Trained
neapolis House, 524 South Second nurse In attendance.
Both phones.
street, Albuquerque, N. M.
UNDERTAKER.
FOR SALE.
Colo., Red 115
FOR SALE Good, gentle cow, 701 Auto, phone 316.
A. BORDERS.
South High street.
Club building.
Black
FOR SALE Find piano, nearly new. Commercial
or White hearse, $5.
316 8. Third street.
ARCHITECTS.
FOR 'SALE A good span of horses.
surrey and harness. No. 623 Eust
W. Spencer. Rooms
7
F.
HarRailroad avenue.
nett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE Furniture, at a special Both phones.
discount from now until the end
CIVIL ENGINEER.
of the year. Star furniture Co.,
214 West Gold avenue.
J. It. FarwelL
FOR SALE Majority of stock in es
Room 23, N. T. Armljo building.
busitablished and paying retail
NOTARY PV'HIJC.
ness. Incorporated.
Owner wishes
to leave city. Address No. 1126.
TImis. K. D. Maddbton.
Daily Citizen.
117
Oftlce with W. II. Childers,
OR SALE oil Tit A D E Flf teen West Gold avenue.
room house, No. 724 South Second
HIDDEN DANGERS.
street for property In California.
Write John Krlck, 431 East Second street. Long Beach, California. Nature Gives Timely Warnings That
No Albuquerque Citizen Can
FOR SALIC Fourteen room house.
Afford to Ignore.
furnished or unfurnished, electric
Danger Signal No. 1 comes from the
light, city water. 315 S. Third St.
klduey secretions.
They will warn
Mrs. M. A. Schach.
when tho kidneys are sick. Well
FOR SALE A fine combination yo
horse, good for all purposes. See kldneyg excrete a clear, amber fluid.
Sick kidneys send out a thin, pale
F. F. Trotter.
and foamy, or a thick, red.
FOR SALE Get busy, stop puying urine, full of sediment and
irregular of
rent. I will sell for $500 a cozy, passage.
snug little house and two large
Danger Signal No. 2 comes from
lots. Close in.. Little cash down, the back. Hack pains, dull
and hoary,
balance less than rent. Albuquer- or sharp and acute, tell you
of bIck
que Junk Co.. G06 South Second kidneys and warn you of
the coming
street.
of dropsy, diabeteg and Drlght'a disFOR SALE $1,000 buys the neatest ease. Doun'g Kidney PUls cure sick
house In the city, right on kidneys and cure them permanently.
a Third street corner, 70 feet frontJ. J. loung of Raton, N. M., passenage. This property should sell for ger engineer between I.as Vegan and
$2,000, for it is well worth $2,000, Baton, says: "I used Doan's Kidney
but owner says "sell for half value," Pills and was greatly pleased with the
so here Is your chance. Albuquerresults I got from them. I had been
que Junk company. 606 South Sec- having backache and twinges of pain
In my back and also a slight urinary
street.
ond
FOR SALE Ranch. Ed. R. Kelley trouble, and when I read about Doan's
and sons having sold all their Kidney mils I got a box. They cured
stock are now offering their fine mo of tho trouble, and I can speak
stock ranch for sale. It is the best highly of them. I know of a great
improved ranch in the country. many other railroad men who have
Has two good wells, one of them used your remedy with good results."
by all dealers.
for sale
Price 60
has windmill and surface tank. It
F03ter-MilburCo., Buffalo,
Is an Ideal sheep range. Postoffice cents.
Datii, Socorro county, N. M. Ranch New lork, sole agents for th United
States. Uemember tho name Doan's
twenty miles west of Datil.
and take no other. 3.
Address Albuquerque Milling Co.

'
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DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA A 8ANTA FE RY.

FIRST
NATIONAL BANK
'
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

ornccfft and Dffff croffs

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST

-

H.

President

vice President
Cashier

Assistant" Cashier

F. RAYNOLDS

Director

U. m.

DBPOBITORY

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atcklaoo, Topeka

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

Saala Fe Railway Compss

two-stor-

STATE NATIONAL BANK

--

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL .
SURPLUS AND P -- OH
Interest

Safety Deposit boxes for

$100,000.00
22,000.00

.
Ttt...

Rent Drafts i..

.

!,......

46-4-

We Want

Your Banking Business
DIRECTORS

PffWl

O. N. Marron. Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. liters.
D. H. earns. J. A. Weinman. F. II. strong. Jay A. Hubba.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

--

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Iateiior, 'Jnited
States lind omce
Santa Fe. N. M.. Dec. 19. 190tJ.
Motion in hi.rohv riven that the fol
io Ing named claimant has filed no
tice of his intention to make nnai
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of
March 3. 1891 (2ti Stats.. 854). as
amended by the act of February 21,
1893 (27 Stats.. 4.0), and tnai saia
nrvmr u'iM lia niflitA hefnrA tlia nro- biite clerk at Log Lunas, N. M., on
January 2tS. 1907, viz: Mariana Chavez de Otero, for the Small Holdisg
Claim No. 2547. situate in Sec. 26, T.
7

N., R. 2 K.
Ho names

the following witnesses
actual continuous adverse
of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the sur
vey of the township, vis: to prove his
iMjKbt.-i.slo-

Francisco Aragon y Baca, of
Lunas, N. M.; Anlceto Aragon,

Guil-lerru-

NOTICE FOR Pl'HLICATlON.
Department of the Interior, Ijind of
fice at Santa Fe, Now Mexico.
December 26. 1906.
Notice is hereby given that Pablo
GalleKos of Helen, N. M , has filed
notice of Ills intention to make final
live yeur proof in support
of his
claim, vis: Homestead
Entry No.
6621. made October 21, 1901, for the
NW., , Section 2, Township 4 N,
Range 3 W, and that said proof will
be made before Jesus Luna, Probate
Clerk, at Los Lunas, N. M., on February 7. 1907.
He names the fallowing witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Ruperto Jaramlllo, of Helen, N. M.;
Simon hcrna, of Los Chavex, N. M.;
Pablo Hallej i. of Los Lunas, N. M.;
Jesus Jaramlllo y Uailego. of Helen,

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

0000040
OLD RELIABLE."
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wfTCKIMICAL Jo
TOM BALE-- BY
tt.ANN

i

BON.

ESTABLISHED

1$7J.

L. B. PUTNEY
THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
$

RAILROAD

AYENUK.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

m9999&9
J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more, loot best wears the
'
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUlLDiNO PAPER Always In stock. Plaster. Lime. Cement. Paint.
Glass, .Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MIX.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
Central Betiding SappHes

MANTEL R. OTERO.
Register.

For any dtacuxe of the skin there is
alta, N. M.
nothing better than Chamberlain's
Aey person w ho desires to protesi Salve.
It relieves the itching and
against the allowance of said proof, burning sensation instantly and soon
rea
or who bnnurs nf anv substantial
effects a cure. Sold by all druggists.
son uuder the laws and regulations
wny
sucn
of the Interior department
PENNYROYAL
PILLS
proof should uot be allowed will be MOTT'S
3
Thy overcome WeknaM. trrr
iven an nonortunltv at the above
liwily
ouiiui,4uTa4i
V
Witfr
. aUtd baiiifcU " liii
of nu uftli uv
J
mentioned time and place to cross
" Tliay r
l.t4i iwr (!
5 lil,u
examine tne witnesses oi saiu
tOtflrUst wudiuiUikm1, mding
v'hnii-nI
of urvsui And tody, ho
and to offor evidence in rebuttal
A fhklaf
fctnoa rvmil for
imi tnj'iaU
VV Av"'
of that submitted by claimant.
&
' " Cswiuol do hsrm-lt- U
b.
i if
iilvaaure. tM ffcer bTft
ttnw
MANUEL R OTERO.
Mold by
V mull.

negister.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

N. M.

Orona. Quirino Samore, of Per- -

Small HolJlog Claim No. 2647.

Wholesale Grocers

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third And Marqucttt

2 Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex

First and Marqwctte

Mote

Roofing

Albuquerque, New Mexico

WKDHTRKOAY, JASL'AIIY

SANTA

t,

3LLBUQUERQUE

1MT.

for their being so long overlooked by
city officials.

MS

to He new Ilia Fight.
When the legislators assemble for
the next annual session there will be
missing from the republican councils
a figure which had long exerted a
tremendous Influence on the republican politics of the state and In this
city as well. Former Governor Benjamin It. Odell, Jr., who has been
outside the breastworks since the deg
feat of the
faction In

COMMERCE A

AND

60SSIP

-

CITIZEN".

fterward. Unfortunately. I mimed
the train, and I complained to the
cabman that he had not driven fast
enough. "It ain't my fault, Mr."
said cabby,, 'Ifs that silly old fool of
a lord mayor that has stopped fast
driving.' "

LONDON NEWS

Oitoll

EVENING
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English Sympathy for Volght.
f.lUOD
The sentence of four iars Impos
ed on Volght, the "robber captain"
of Koepenlck, by an unromantic GerWashington, D. C, Jan. !. Con
man tribunal, meets with no popular
Odell-Qulgsympathy In England. Volght's ex- gressman Sidney E. Mudd, of Maryof September, 1(05,
ploit In holding up a town set the land, 1 eating Are sad drinking sulthe primaries
will be missed from the "Amen Corwhole world laughing, and the result phuric acid on the Jap question. He
ner." He will not be Idle, however,
of the trial can only be viewed as a wouldn't conciliate this side of hell.
Smith
York-Noth- ing
The
Miss
Mysterious
and If current Rossi p Is dependable
sad, unherolo climax to a brilliant He'd be pleased to personally h'lst a
Records in New
the men who tore the laurel wreath
adventure.
It Is not surprising that couple of Japs Into the Pacific ocean
Still Stirs Curlouslty on
of leadership from the former goverpopular sympathy goes out to the and tell 'em to swim for home. Sara
Ever Known Like It.
prisoner. A man who brings mirth Mudd: .
nor's brow, will have to watch out
the Continent.
sharply for their fences. Even with
"I do not think that Japanese con
Into n gray world Is a public bene
In Same Way
factor. Volght is something of a tentions should be tolerated for a mln
this year's primaries ten months
"grocer-manaway. It is said that the little
"
rascal, no doubt; but his superb au ute In a movement seeking to enforce
Is preparing for a campaign
dacity and his fertility In resouce al
foreignTcommerce
LORD
NEW
MAYOR
WANTS
which he hones will result in regainmost make one forget his moral deing for him the prestige which he
linquencies.
Besides adding to the
gayest of nations, he has brought
lost after one of the bitterest factionSHORT
TOAST
SPEECHES
al fights In the state's history. In
home to the thoughtful Germans the
anticipation of the fray he has taken
absurdity of making a fetish of the
apartments for himself and family In
kaiser's coat. Volght seems to have
been dogged by a relentless fata
the Fifth Avenue hotel, where so English
Keeps
an Inn. More than once he turned from a
Baronet
Year Made New Real Estate Record- many of his battles were fought when
he directed the destiny of his party
criminal career to live an honest life,
Grandsons of King Edward
-Well
Will Renew Fight
In the state, and there he will spend
and employers for whom he worked
gave hlmrn excellent character. But
the winter, and possibly the spring
Follow His Example.
Supremacy in State.
and summer, surrounded by the lieuhis dead past rose up always to wreck
tenants who have remained loyal to
his hope of an honest future. In the
eyes of the police he was still a crimihim even in his adversity. That It
(By William True Hawthornr.)
ftpetkiJ Correspondence.
will be a contest between giants, if Special Correspondence.
nal, and as such a person to be huntKew York. Jan. 2. That the re- his reported
Intention is correct,
ed from pillar to post. In four
London,
2.
Is
Jan.
"Who
Miss
markable Banta Cluus commerce wai needs no telling. Odell is a foe wormonths he was told to move on ten
tot confined to New York alone was thy of any man's steel. Like Napo Smith?" Is a Parisian mystery with times, and he simply found It Imsetting
London
Indeed,
a conti possible to live down his past.
Rhown by the tremen'Vua quantity of leon's drummer boy, he never learnenvironment
which has
mall handled at the general poetof-Ho- e ed to beat the "retreat." When he nental
drawn
the
Interest of half a doxen
her during the five days Im- goes down. It Is with every flag flyBaronet Who Kwp Tavern.
mediately preceding the great wlnt1?' ing, and not a thread In any one of of the great capitals to Its dramatic
the sign of the Rose und
Over
unfoldings.
Ho
far, the developments
holiday. In those Ave day more them is white. Aligned against him
a public house in Woodburn,
than Ave hundred million pieces of will be all the tremendous Influence have led only forward more impere- - Crown,
Bucks, now swings the
mall matter were receive-- ! and dis- of the nation's chief executive, for trable depths of plot and action and
Kchlln, Bart., otherwise
patched. Nearly one quarter of thi8 Herbert Parsons, who will bear the the authorities are more and more of Sir Henry
CONGRESSMAN MUDD.
mine host." Sir Henry, who suc
In the air" at each succeeding turn.
immense number were packages. brunt of the fight for the
ll
through
death
the
title
to
ceeds
the
sagacHundreds of men, working night anl forces. Is recognized as Mr. ltoose- - Itut as detective patience and
of his brother. Sir Thomas Echlln. the admission of these overasscrtlre,
day were practically burled under the velt's protege.
And the Parsons ity are only whetted by the fact that has had a somewhat varied career smartish, manalah follows Into social
great showers of Christmas gifts and regime is firmly entrenched. In ad- the task takes on a more difficult as- of the wild sort, his youthful de juxtaposition with the white children
From every dition to the backing of the federal pect from day to day. In the end the linquencies having culminated In en- of California.
Christ mas greetings.
section of the country they came In a administration they have all the Im amazing person now known us plain listment In the army, and thereafter
"I would order them out, aad
flod such as never was witnessed be- mense state patronage. Iloth sides Miss Smith will doubtless find herself further disappointing his family by
do It, and If they did not
fore mute but at the same time elo- are sure that tne stuKes are wen unmasked.
get out without getting fussy about
a
licensed
of
becoming
proprietor
quent reminders of the most prosper- worth playing for. Control of the
It is the story of a matrimonial house or saloon. The Kchlln bar i. i snouid feel inclined to puBh a
ous and generally observed Christ- New Yorw county organization after agency of a Mme. CSuerln and her onetcy
Is an ancient one, of Scottish few hundred of them Into the Pacific
mas) season America has ever known. the next primaries will mean control train of heiresses and dupes.
One origin, and formerly possessed ex ocean, where their ardor on this priThe lands beyond the seas, too, con- of the New York county delegation of the lutter was Dr. Paul Herbert, a tensive and lucrative estates both In mary social question would be submore than their to the spring state convention of London physician. Becoming engag- Scotland and Ireland. Very little, stantially cooled.
tributed almost
In the four days before 1908, which will elect delegates-a- t
ed, through the good offices of Mme. however, now remains except a bare
share.
"I have no more toleration what
bIjc
great ocean mall large to the republican national con Guerln. to the mysterious Miss Smith, title,
Christmas
profligates hav- ever for the insolent demand of these
of
a
succession
steamships brought 10,000 pouches of vention and also elect the state com Dr, Herbert was lured to a villa in ing preceded the new holder of the yellow gfntry on the Pacific coast to
letters and packages from Europe. mlttee to serve through the national the vicinity of Paris and treacher
Singular to say, he possesses force upon California the institution
This Is an increase of 33 per cent campaign. New York county elects ously shot by M. Cesbron, who was title.
same
name as the first baronet, of mixed schools than I would aave
the
over the corresponding four days of a large proportion of these delegates, Mme. Ouerln's supposed husband. Sir Henry Kchlln about the only for an obnoxious halfbreed negro of
last year. The receipts in that period and with that to begin with, any Dr. Herbert was not dead, as the similarity between the first and the this country who would advocate such
aggregating 7,600 bags. The steam- leader has a big start toward the assassin thought, and he made his
a situation. The fact Is, between the
seems worth recalling.
ship Majestlo alone brought 4,600 control of the New York Btate dele way back to Parts and the police. last which
mulatto our country here and the
pouches. These are not included In gation to the national convention, it M. Cesbron disappeared, but Mme.
California Jap, I have a kindlier feel
Block.
Chips
From
Grandfather's
the four days receipts as she came remains to be seen that Odell s tal Ouerln was arrested. She related
the ing for our American mulatto.
grandsons,
King Kdwurd's
la earlier in the week. Her mall ent for organization can accomplish that both Herbert and Cesbron were Prince of Wales' young hopefuls, are
"What the Jap wants to be given
cargo was a new record for trans-A- t against wh.t appears to be almost In love with Miss Smith, and that showing a mind to revive cross- to understand, and that emphatically,
Ian tic business.
the shooting at the villa was due to country riding at Sundrlngham. They is that we do not hesitate for one
overwhelming odds.
Jealousy. Dr. Herbert received many have been following the West Nor- moment to give prompt end forcible
Kla Tim Sullivan Comes West.
' The City's Foreign Commerce.
npon h!s
with the letters from Miss Smith, all of them folk hounds this season with much of expression
Almost simultaneously
brand of insolence and Im
It waa not by her Christmas busi- return of Odell to New York comes couched in the most affectionate lan- the zest which marked the hunting
ness alone, however, that New York the report that the city is to lose guage. M. Sudro, who was tuken to period of his royal majestry's life. pudence on this or any other oues-gave evidence of the most prosper' one of the most unique and Interest London and introduced to Miss Smith Here he rode his last mad dash in ton, nalonal or International, that may
ous year In her existence. In every ing characters In metropolitan poll was told she was the unacknowledged the saddle to be first at the death arise."
branch of trade, both domestic and tics. "Big Tim" Sullivan, for many daughter of a duke with a half mil of reynard, and the West Norfolk
foreign, new records undoubtedly will years one of the dominating spirits lion pounds in the Bank of England. hunt therefore has a prescriptive
have been made. Preslnt indications in the councils of Tammany, and a He. too, has letters from her breath right to the young royalties, who will
point to a tremendous Increase in the leader with a bigger "pull" than any ing passionate devotion. Other young be none the worse hy and by for havAflYTHIffie
s,
foreign commerce of the port. An other since the day of Crocker, has, fools who advertised to marry heir ing ridden In their grandslre's
estimate based upon the business of so rumor says, decided to forsake esses have turned over similar love
so to speak. There was always
the first eleven months of last year the metropolis for the west. It is epistles to the police. These letters one meet. If not more. In the old days
Maybe Maude Adams' mother Is
makes It appear almost certain that said that a line of theatres stretch now turn out to be in the handwrit- and the appearance of the young
New York's foreign commerce for ing the continent, in which he has a ing of Mme. Querin, slightly dis princes In the fields augurs that thinking of a starring tour.
the year reached the astonishing to half Interest, will occupy practically guised. None of these matchmakings Sandringham is likely to see another
A New York woman has written a
tai of fifteen hundred million dollars. all his time, and that the denizens with Miss Smith as a principal ever srrles of such gatherings.
book advocating trial marriages. Oh,
This will be a clear gain of more than of the bowery and its surroundings reached the matrimonial stage, but
shush!
Hasn't marriage enough
one hundred million dollars over may have to get along as best they Mme. Cluerln herself has had nine
trials?
with
husbands
AFTER
19IS. The expansion of trade at the can without the genial presence of definitely known
TO
STOP
TRY
'T
port of New York in the post decade the "big fellow" for much of the whom she went through a form of
Who Wishes to Buy Sue?
In speaking of marriage of some kind, and each of
! fuith ly a compara- time In the future.
la strikingly
Remember the sale of Miss Sue Me
YOU HAVE BEGUN SLIDING
tive table of statistics which has been Sullivan's theatrical enterprises re whom she plucked handsomely. One
Clure tomorrow. Winchester
(Ky.)
prepared at the local customs houBe. eentlv. one of his friends said: "This of them, a wealthy Paris corn merDemocrat.
It is shown that in the first eleven thing has grown to be so big that chant, strangely disappeared one day,
months of 1896 the Imports at New Big Tim' has got to look after it and he Is being sought almost as
It is said that Guggenheimor, of
York were valued at $400,977,371 himself. There is a gold mine in k eagerly as Miss Smith. A remark
Colorado, has 6pent $1,000,000 in the
while for the corresponding period and If things work out the big fellow able story Is told of Mme. Guerin's
last iu years to gtt into me senate.
of 1906 the entries were 710,318, will get more money out of his string relations with the missing man.
a lot of money to pay to sit
That's
468. In eleven months of 1896 do of theatres in the west than ne can
and
Guerln
Mme.
theory
A
that
In the same room with Tom Piatt.
rriewtic merchandise sent abroad had ever get out of politics in New York Miss
was
Identical
Smith were
u value of 1330,302. 4KB
compared Citv. Tim realizes what a wonderful promptly exploded by the testimony
Hanging or Electricution.
with SS 1,089,467 in the period end country the northwest is, how fast it of the dupes of both. Mme. liuertn
Horn, of Hazard, deputy Uni
Frank
Is growing, and also how progressive is unmistakably
ed December 1st last.
rotund.
short and
ted .states marshal, was here Satur
it is. The people out besides being mldde-ugeMiss
in all the estimates shown above and
day executing some legal papers.
no figures are Included dealing with there want Just as high class amuse Smith, on the other hand. is de
Hydeu (Ky.) Thousandatlcks.
going
is
he
York,
and
foreign
beauty,'
of
merchandise
as
volume
New
ment
tbe
scribed as a
passing through this port. It Is estl to give it to them." "Big Tim" Is though the several lovelorn men who
Girls, Don't Wait at the Church
mated that business of this class will now on a tour through the west have seen her in the tiesh were ap
I do not
like a girl who hunts a
expected
to
three
last
Is
year's
fully
to
$10,000,000
At
the
which
add
parently blinded by her charms.
back t 'n the church and puts her
port
Transshipments
more.
a
the
at
or
police
total.
months
self In tho way of the boys. ttequa
all events, they give the
for tbe year are ewtimated at $51.
chee llenn.) News.
fanciful rather than a natural de
Bewitching
Attack.
000. 00 more.
Illlioua
How to Prevent
scription of the lady.
"Your new cook didn't stay very
One who is subject to bilious at- smiles," "rosy lips." "black eyes that
long."
New Ileal KHtatv Ilecord.
tacks will notice that for a day or scintillate like diamonds," very"raven
"No, fthe found fault because we
well
A new record also was established
more before the attack he is not hun- black hulr" these are all
had no mission furniture
in the
for real estate transactions in the gry at meal times and feels dull after In the pages of a modern "yellow
kitchen."
A dose of Chamberlain's
back." but they do not assist the
.lry tor the year. In the greater city eating.
Stomach and Liver Tablets when puzzled police In the investigation of
116. OA parcels, valued at $1,345,
A Philadelphia
minister
claims
06, tOO changed hands.
This com these first symptoms appear will ward the ladv's name plain Miss bmitn,
Adam waa a negro, but the claim
pares with $1,300,000,000
in 1905 oft the attack. They are for salo by The only real clew Is a photograph
doesn't sem well founded. If he had
of a handsome girl found In Mme,
which In Itself was a record. That all druggists.
a
been, no doubt he would have claim
rtnerln a anartment. which she ad
the smaller individual buyers have
ed he wad kicked out of the garden
mitted was that of M. Sudro's prommade the huge volume of the year's
NURSERY PRODUCTS
on account of his color.
ised bride. The photograph was tak
dealings la evidenced by the fact that
police
this
the
From
en
London.
in
the average price of parcels has been
The water wagon committee has de
AND
SHADE TREES,
FRUIT
less than $13,000. The average price SHRUBS, VINES AND FLOWERS. are led to believe that the lady is an
to give a present of some kind
cided
I.NJUHY.
SPIKES
CAUSE
for each parcel in 1905 was $17,000. BUY OF SOME ONE YOU KNOW. actress specially engaged to play the
HI Rivers, the veteran
to
driver
Clyraer.
Pittsburg
Outfielder
of
the
leading role In the matrimonial com
Hlx hundred million dollars was spent
Among other things, a Waterbury
W. ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER
Is some ground ulso for club, broke a small hone in one of watch has been suggested. The com
There
edv.
daring the year in the development N.
the belief that the lady may be the his legs while sliding to a base In mlttee has adopted resolutions cen
nt the city's suburbs, making a rec- STREET.
last season and was out surlng John D. Rockefeller, Jr.
Paris music hall "star" who recently Cincinnati
ord never equalled anywhere In the
The Right Name.
the nephew of the president of the game several weeks. In com- severely for saying there was no
married
hiitory of suburban development
Sherpe, the popular
August
Mr.
upon
menting
tho Injury Manager
name
beer,
Ose half of this large outlay was overseer of the poor at Fort Madison, of the Belgian senate under theAmerl-bilFred Clarke said tho accident was due harm In drinking one glass of
spent by corporations for the con la., says: "Dr. King's New Life Pills of the president of n South
long.
Clyraer's
to
spikes being too
Theories and clews
nd are rightly named; they act more
Prominent Citizens Overlooked.
struction of subways, bridges
"Clymer made this mistake of startMme. CluerAn exchange says there is characother publlo works to make outlying agreeably, do more good and make aside all must admit that
ing
slldo end then checking him- ter in the sox men wear. Tho black
districts accessible. Private builders one feci better than any other laxa- ln and Mis Smith present a rare self, towhich
no player ever ought to stocking denotes weight and dignity;
and beauty.
invented $150,000,000 in the construcbilious- combination of brains
cure
to
Guaranteed
tive."
do," said Clarke. "Whon a man starts the red, a leaning to profligate ways;
tion of suburban homes, and the re- ness and constipation.
25c at all drug
to slldo he must go on through it or tho pale blue, a rapidity and mushIxitiiloii'H New Ixnl Mayor.
was paid for stores.
maining $150,000,000
new lord he Ih liable to trip and turn his ankle. room desire to be In the swim. What
Tretvar,
the
William
Sir
land, practically all of it for home
o
had already Ingratiated When I was with tho Iuisvlllo team ubout the country editor, who, accordsites. The outlook for this year apLESS DIRT, MORE HEAT $6.00 mayor who
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on the team and I
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1 1 1 1 1 1 1 habitable for them In many little over
1 1 1
I told the boys I would fino any
magazine and read the expose
ways, has now riuickly won the good
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thing but greenbacks and post- He Is now an
yiuld the city succeed In collectV was at the Savage club dinner, with til the last inning, when I waa on George Washington.
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ing long overdue taxes and other
v 1 1 ) v ) y v 1 1 Dr. Nensen as toastmaster, that Sir second
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i barges assessed against the
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since
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not George.
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THE AMERICAN VOICE
From some obscure source has come the MiKKeetlon
that unpleasant peculiarities of American voice end
speech are due to lock of trulnlng, and that they could
all be remedied If we would only give our children lewons
In talking, Jurt as we give them lcnons In singing, spelling and arithmetic. But where in the world is there
What
more training In talking than In this country7
What
other country has os much of its as we have?
other country has any at all except to meet the requirements of a few vocations?
They
One often hears tones that ore displeasing.
are used by both women and men. It is true that a
certain nasality Is characteristic of some parts of the
country. Ilut It Is equally true that the mot mellifluous
vocalization heard anywhere In the whole world prevails
all through our south. It Is asserted by some of the most
learned linguists also that the purest Kngllsh spoken anywhere today Is spoken in that same section.
The general praise of the English voice Is earned by
only a small part of the British, people, and the rest of
them, are ris far from being models of tone as they are
from being up to gramatlual stundards. It used to be
mid that the Herman talks from his dlaphram, the Englishman from his throat, the Frenchman from hlB palate
and the American from his nose. Hut It must not be forgotten that the American voice, like the American chur
acter. Is In a process of evolution, combining together all
that is best in other peoples. An American child Is apt
to have a German mother, a French father, an Englishman as a teacher and an Italian girl as a sweetheart. So
there can be ho physical qualities of either faults or virtues, that can apply to us as a w hole people. There Is this
fact, however, which may or may not be peculiar: The
American speaks to make himself understood, and generally succeeds, wherever he may be.

WHERE THE SHOE PINCHES
If the figures given out by th9 American Weekly Publishers' association are correct. Uncle Sam is "easy" and
is in much need of a freight bureau or traffic agent.

The government, according to these figures, during
30, 1906, paid the railroads
(32,000,000 more for carrying Its mail matter than the express companies paid for equal tonnage. That is to say,
the average rate for hauling one hundred pounds of mail
important commercial
between New York and forty-nin- e
centers Is $8.01. The average rate paid to the railroads
by the expreses companies for a similar service is $2.43.
These figures alone explain the deficit In the postofllce department.
It Is easy to understand how a Chicago company of
capitalists could make the offer to take over the departHy
ment and run it without cost to the government.
putting the postal department on a business basis the
Chicago syndicate would make a handsome profit. For
several years Assistant Postmaster General Madden has
d
claimed that the annual deficit is caused by the low
--class
postage rates that on newspapers and periodicals, and has urged congress to increase these rates.
The claim is not Justified. The deficit Is caused by poor
business methods, as shown in the high rates paid to the
.
railroads for hauling the malls.

the tiscal year ending June

sec-on-

OUR MAGNA CHARTA
Apart from the interests of the several persons,
parties to the suit decided the other day by the territor.

ial supreme court, and considered only from the stand
point of the people of New Mexico, The Citizen considers
that decision one of the most important ever rendered by
our supreme court.
That the decision was absolutely
unantmpua makes it only the more valuable.
The question at issue rose vastly above the mere
contention whether' certain men or certain other men
were entitled to hold certain offices. It was: Has the
governor of this territory the constitutional right, at his
own option and without responsibility, to remove an of
ficial who has been elected to office by the votes of the
people, when such official had not been condemned nor
even tried by any legally authorized court of justice?
This was the quostion, und the supreme court decldud
that such action by a governor was uaurputiuii of au
thority not conferred upon him.
All know that the people of a territory have few
enough political rights and privileges; but If their will as
n
expressed at the polls can be
by the governor
wherever and whenever ho may choose, then had he bet
ter appoint the officials In the 111 .t place and Have Unpeople the farce of a pretence at electing. Then had the
us well live in a Turkish satrapy, so fur as politl
al rights are concerened, as to live In this beautiful
sunshine land. As there seems little hope of statehood
in the near future, for the sake of ourselves and our sons,
every eilisen of New Mexico should rejoice at the re
cent emphatic finding of our .supreme court.
over-ridde-

lple

OUR WAR BUDGET
Senator Hale, of Maine, a member of the
on appropriations, stated In the senate just before the
holiday recess that "two-thirof the revenues of this
countrty are devoted to the burden of past wars and
preparations for future war." As the expenses of the
federal government, in round numbers, are $750,000,000,
it follows that in this time of peace, with no desire for
war and no prospect of any, this country has war expenses of $500,000,000, or twice as much as for all other
expenditures combined.
In this connection, the Washington Hurald says that "Europe Is an urmed camp, but
the mllltury expenses of no nation in Europe approximate those of the I'nited Suites.
In very truth, no
Kuropean nation could stand such a burden. Our army
Is a mere nucleus compared with the urmies of every
continental power In Europe. Our navy ranfes fourth or
fifth among the navies of the world. And yet the tax- iwiyers of the ITnited States contribute annually from
their earniiiK millions more to nwet our military ex
penses than are oontrlbuti il by the taxpayers of Europe
for a like purpose."
ds

Old but no idle. Is the (lesirlpli.in uliU-may be
applied to Or. Silas Weir Mitchell, of I'liilaib-lphia- .
who
at the ane of 7t is bringing out nix eighteenth book of
tie. lion
Literature was his ehub ,. when a young man.
but on the advice of a litterateur lie dropped letters for
materia medicn. letter, when he hail become a patholu.
gist of renown, he considered his own cast and advised
Mitchell to become Novelist Mitchell. The result is

serene and possessed of abundant loaning ' jwer Just
now, and assistance Is hoped for from that quarter, espe
cially as Uusslan financial affairs are beginning to Im
prove materially, as Indicated by thfl government's an
nouncement to call in for payment some of the last issue
of her bonds, which France subscribed for under pressure. This action puts Paris In an excellent financial position and makes It the only bright spot of the four great
financial centers of the world.

EVENING CITIZEN.

THE JAFFA
"Good Things to Eat"

Tht Kot.ky Mountain News and the Denver Repub
lican each Issued a magnificent New Tear's paper yespages and th'3
terday, the first consisting of thirty-nin- e
Both were full of Important facts
second of thirty-siand figures concerning the growth and present condition
of Colorado and her chief city.

iate Quality?

Governor Vardamnn buckled on a brace of "hoss"
pistols and went to the scene of the Mississippi race riots
In the Interest of peace.
However, he cannot get the
Nobel prize until next December.

Is price an object to you when
you bay groceries?
If so call and let us show yon
our good and give yon our
prices. Wo are positive you
will be well repukl for your
time.
We bny in car loads and pay
goods, thereby
rali foreveryonrpossible
advangetting
tage In the purchase of our
goods. ,

At Washington it is said there's nothing out ot the
ordinary In Japs taking measurements of fortifications.
It is suspected that there la also nothing out of the or
dinary about some of the fortifications.
i
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CONNECTION AND INCREASE
OF SUICIDE AND INSANITY 0

We Give You

the Benefit

tOOOOOOXXOQOOCXCXXX00000OOCiOt

25c
;IIAPK NUTS 2 pkgs
t'NFKDA BISCUITS, each 5e
PKG MIXCK MKAT, Cow
25c
Iloy brand, 3 for
IMPOKTKD SARDINES i
25c
lb. Cans, fancy fish
HULK HUCKWllEAT
Fancy old fashioned kind
2.V- 4 lb
WX TOILKT SOAP, good
sonp, sterilized, 35c box.. 25c
TOMATOKS. canned In Rer- 0 nalillo, unsweetened, two

New York Is shocked over the fact that 4 33 cases
of suicide have occurred In that city in the last seven
months. The rate of Increase is said to be greater than
ever before. Trie Increase Is hot confined to New York,
but is general throughout the whole country, for the

census bureau reports a great Increase In the number
of insane. There are more than twice as muny hospitals for the demented us there were thirteen years
ago, and most of them ate full. The number of in
mates grew from 40,000 in 1880 to 74,000 In 1890, ana
160,000 on Dec. 31, 1903. The r. umber of Insane In hospitals per 100,000 population Increased from ft .6 in 188P
to 188.2 In 1903.
Suicide and insanity are so closely related that in
crease In the one Is naturally accompanied by Increase
In the other.
Perhaps Insanity In greater or less degree is more common than most of us suspect. Eminent alienists say that none of us are wholly sane.
Many of the world's wisest men are known to have
had a tinge of 'melancholy In their blood and to have
been subject nt time to periods of great depression.
Napoleon mt the beginning of his career was In
great financial distres and was prevented from drown
ing himself only by the timely pecuniary aid of a
schoolmate.
liismarck is said to have declared after
the battle of Sadowa that he would have killed himself had the Prussians been beaten. Byron, while writ
ing "Childe Harold," said he would have blown out
his brains but ifor the reflection that It would give
pleasure to his molher-ln-laReasons for self-d- e
struction are often very curious. Men have put on end
to their lives to escape toothache or other pains. The
dread of disease has been known to affect the mind to
himself
such extent that the victim has destroyed
rather than face It. Josiah H. Kiddle, of Jefferson City,
Mo., recently killed himself because he was too fat.
Irene ' Bogglns, of Atlantic City, took her life because
she had a new lavender dress to be burled in. Geo.
H. Smith, of NeW York, believed himself too old at
forty-fivlleprewentatlve
Adams, of Pennsylvania,
killed himself because he had lost money and found
himself with only his salary of $5,000 a year.
One need not be an alienist to be uble to see. from
these trivial causes and the countless other almost
equally trivial ones which have caused the recent epidemic of suicide, that insanity In some form enters
Into It.
1
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Furniture, Crockery, Rugs
n
WILLIAM MclNTOSH, President

ins Manager

ftp

Department

Is making the best goods made
In New Mexico.
TUY OUlt NIT AND Kit J
CAKES.
OUlt MOCHA CAKES.
OUlt I'ATTI SHELLS, ETC.
Compare our goods with other
bakery goods and not our
superior quality.
PRICES ALWAYS RIGHT. .

Jaffa Grocery Co.

T. C. NEAD, Treassrer

sl

For the
Best Line of

25c

Our BAKERY

1

SOLOMOPTLUNA.

A

These tomatoes pttcked exclusively for us.
6 I,OAVKS RREAD, Kntck
K renin
25c
CANNED KIDNEY 1JEANS
2 for 25c
3 lb. Can
1 lb. Can
3 for 25c

e,

in Albuquerque
See Ours
SVlcBNTOSH

HARDWARE CO.

"Good Things to Eat"
MAIL ORDERS FILLED THE SAME DAY
THEY ARE RECEIVED.

CARftES, O. D.

C. H.

Scientific Optician

No

OOOOOOOk20XC0000

3. D. Eaktn, President.
O. Gloml, Vice President.

Chai. Melinl, 8ocretar7

O. Bacbechl, Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Company

breaking in

g GOVERNMENTS ARE FORCED
TO TAKE OVER RAILROADS
$
400XX50XXXXXXXXX00XXXK-KQC0-

May it bring to you much joy and gladness.
I thank you for the past patronage, and hope
by personal attention, right prices, good goods
and courteous treatment to merit and receive
g
a continuance of your business, vtf

Do You Apprec-

x.

1M7.

Irday Mew Year

A

Grocery Comp'y.

J AN VAUV I,

UKlJiKfcDAY,

Successors to
EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.
WHOLES ALU DEALER IN

MELINI

needed

:

;j

I "

t

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
We

0

Within the lust six months Japan has taken over
the ownership of six railroads, aggregating about l.nso
miles in length, the combined puchaxe price being $123
500.000. Plans for the acquisition of eleven other roads
have been announced and the transfer of ownership will
proceed gradually In the Immediate future.
Now Mexico Joins the procession of the slates that
see no other solution than public ownership.
Fur sevEYES TESTED FREE
eral years the government has had the controlling inter
CORRECT FIT GUARANTEED
est in the Mexican national lines. Now it has made a
114 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N. M,
"Itbtnds
deal with the American ownt'rs of the Mexican Central
ami several oilier roads by which all will be merged if
wnA the foot
TICKETS ECUGHT. SOLO
Into one great system with 10,000 miles of track and a
AND EXCHANGED
The
capitalization of $225,000,000.
flexible sole Red Cross
The government
will
Office
Association
hold absolute majority of the stock, and the board of Shoe is
a die from
Transactions
directors of twenty-on- e
members will contain a majority the start.
Guarantiee
of Meican citizens, although u local
d
of nine
The burning and
members will have Its headquarters in New York.
ROSENFIEID'S,
R. R. Ave.
W.
18
According to the statement made by Minister of raused by stiff soles
and
the
Finance Llmatour to congress the danger that the lines
would be dominated from the ITnited States und run. ivils of thin soles are preF.
not in the interests of Mexican industries, but of for sented by the Red Cross.
It
elgu railroad systems, is what has compelled the ac mables a woman to be on hei
Headquarters for Low Prices
tion. Incldently he expects great benefits in the way of !eet for hours
a
time
at
with
transportation peace and fair dealing at home, but he
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
made it clear that the government did not act of Its iomfort.
own desire but because It fett forced to take measures A
Brushes and Jap-a-Ia- c
stylish
for protection.
408 W. Railroad Avenue
It is well enough, known that tlv statn railroad
hoe thaCs
by
lines in Europe were acquired
the governments
Opera House Roller Rink
mainly out of military considerations, and even Japan absolutely
had military needs In mind In Its new projects.
Al
:om fori 'able
ways it Is compulsion In one form or another, war or
peace, foreign or domestic, that forces governments to
.fast
enter such undertakings.
Ami this is as true of the
present conditions in the United St.it. r hs anywhere
else.
It cannot lie Insisted too often that the condi
tions which will decide the outcome in this country arise
solely from the actual manner in which our railroads
St. Si, RtJ Ota
are conducted, and that the railroad managers have
faicm Colt f.Witr,
$4.00
their fate entlieley within their own hands.- - Chicago

v-- 0

A.

Ny

keep everything In stock to outfit the
most fastidious bar complete

Have been appointed exclusive agentt In the Southwett for Jot. S.
Schlitz, Wm. Lemp and St Loula A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer'a Cedar Brook, Luls Hunter, T.J. Monarch, and other standard brands of whiskiea too numeroua to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as received by us from the best Vineries,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat s. Call and Inspect onr
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Trice List.
Issued to dealers only.
Bam

V

R.R.

comfort

Humphrey

OVALS

sub-boar-

aching

1

Thos.

Heconl-lleial-

Keleher

Dxfords,

ooooooooooorxcoc

$3.50 and $3.00
Sigh Shoes,
$4.00 and $3.50
Let us fit ygu.

CULTIVATE YOUR MIND
INSTEAD OF YOUR NERVES
KXX0XKXXXXXXXXXXXXXK0XKXXXXt

HEAT with the
Whole of it.
COOK with
Half of it.

h

a

'lavW

mourn

Economical.
Gas, Electric Light
snd Power Co.
Corner Fourth and
Gold Avenue

Phone Red 88

Years the Standard of Piano Construction)

Chickering & Sons Pianos
...SOLO ONLY BY THE...

WHITHON
MUSIC
(Established 1882.)

We Keep It Up

e.

'

The Albuquerque
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The
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Coatedtd today to be the best in the world

(lly i:ilu K. IViirlMtrii, M. It.)
SEE
WILLIAM CHAPLIN
Most nervous people are ho because they cultivate
121
West Railroad Av.
recognized everywhere that the nervea.
a novellxt-pbyslelaAlbuquerque
New MeKieo
vcieiice of medicine is worthy of the term, while the
It is quite likely an unwise mother began the unhas reputation
wherever the American doing of the child's nervous system by saying: "Floyd
novel can hope for place. He now has eighteen novels lit ho nervous that he just can't control himself; If he
to his credit, besides several books of poems, nhoi t stories gels to crying, he can't stop." and Floyd believes this
without number and over 10 works n elentitie and pro- himself; and after he ix " old be is ashamed to cry, We
the quality oi our
he takes It oui in growling.
fessional topics.
livery little annoyance or disappointment exi lies up to the highest. This is possible
Theie will be distributed during the piescui mouth his wrath. Walling for a street car makes him cranky by using;
of this new year in Nuw York city, intercut aud dividends all day. lie bus no self poise with which to protect
Best Flour,
aggregating more than $ Jon.oun.ooo.
This Is the largest himself from the friction incidental to the u'.erage busl-nescareer. .Small obstacles look great to him. Each
Hum ever paid out to stock und bondholder
ia the hisBest Labor,
tory of Wall street and marks the end of one of the most little care is a load to woe. The man is wretched, and
Methods,
Best
4
prosperous years in the history of the country. While he
his family unhappy also.
A nervous woman
the first half of 19U8 was notable for increased distribu- is bad enough, but a i.ivous man is worse.
not only in mixing: and baking, but
One may cultivate tranquility quite as Kuccessrully
tions to corporate extra dividends, resumption of divialso in taking- - care of and selling
dends or beginning of dividends, the second half of the as he cultivates nerves, and the result is well worth the
bread. If you want the best
the
year was even more conspicuous in these respects. Con. effort. The culinlnutlve effects of efforts in self control
youU
servativlsin has been the rule In inoft of the dividend In- go far In developing utienglh of charM-te- r;
have to use Balling's Bread.
self discicreases. In the majority of cases the increasen have pline Is good for one; get In uvt bulldoze yourself out
PIONEER BAKERY,
(ceil within Ilia large Mirplu.se shown after the payment of some of your petty meannesses.
Teach the gronlug child
mot
of fixed charge.
a;id
riRmr BTRimi.
If you me too old (you only think so) to work
RANCH KGC.S.
lleuiy Clews hays that three out of the four great any reforms in yourself, at leust be fair to the children,
nnanciul centers ot the world are distinctly blue at the and do not utart them out In the business world handieggs,
or two duya old
Fur
fresh
present time London, Berlin and New York where capped br fractious nerves. Lengthen the outdoor play phone lilack 101. one
J. T. Harger, 12th
money rates hi unprofitsbly high. Paris is she ot'ly oi'e spi 11, und shorten the Indoor time for study.
Btrtt-- t and Mountain road.
H
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Come In and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything in music
a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easy pay-

frm

ment plan.

116 South Second

street.

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Coed Music and no charge fur issiruclivn.

ALBUQUERQUE NOVELTY WORKS
Is the place to get
hi-:sKit'M i.i:s M iM H(1i in:i

.P. PALMER
J.
Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,

Agents for the Columbia, Rambler
IcvelunJ, Tribune and Crescent
Bicycles.
F. S. HOPPING,
321 South Second.

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
501 North First Street.
Both Phones.

MUSIC LESSONS.

& CO.
J. H. O'RIELLY
DRUGGISTS

Prof. N. DlMauro, '.be violinist,
gives lessons on the violin and man
dolin. Guaranteed to be the best
teacher In Albuquerque. Anyone desiring lessons address general delivery, city.
. .

.......

Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.

BOTH PHONES
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H. I.'. M ridge, second vice president

of the Rock Island railroad, denies
the report that Rained circulation In
Topeka Saturday, to the effect that he
had resigned from the Hock Island
to become president of the Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Fe railroad.
The report printed in the Topeka
State Journal Saturday Ruined quite
widespread circulation in the general
offices of the Hock Island and the
Santa Fe, both nt Chicago and Topeka.
The State Journal telegraphed
Mr. Mudge for a confirmation or denial of the report and he answered
as follows:
"I have not resigned and have no
intention of doing so."
The Kansas City Times Sunday
morning printed the following story
from Chicago:
"Chicago, Dec. HO. The revival of
the rumor that II. tT. Sludge, now
second vice president of the Chicago,
Rock Island and Pacitlc railroad, is
to return to the Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Fe, may be responsible for
another rumor und that Is that J.
K. Hurley, now general manager of
the Santa Fe, Is to shortly give up
his connection with that road and accept a high position with the 'P.lg
Four.
"Mr. Hurley came to Chicago last
Thursday and although It is generally
understood in railroad circles that
there are several Important changes
being considered in the operating department of the Santa Fe, none of the
rumors, especially so far as Mr. Hurley is concerned, can be conllrmed.
"Should Mr. Mudge return to the
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe, It
be ns
is understood that It will
President Ripley Is to be made chairman of the executive committee. Already anticipating Mr. Hurley's retirement, the rumors ure thick as to
his successor. It Is understood that
Frederick C. Fox, now general superintendent of the grand eastern division,, is slated to become general mangeneral
ager.
Mr. Hurley became
manager of the Atchison. Topeka and
Santa Fe system east of Albuquerque
nineteen months ago, having risen
from the ranks to that place."
.

Chicago where
J. K. Hurley
he has been for peveral days In conference with a committee of railway
general managers and representatives
of the Itrotherhood of locomotive
Engineers relative to the demands of
the latter for increased pay and
shorter hours.
He was asked by telegraph to con-liror deny the reports that emanated from Chicago that he was slated to go to the Big Four railroad.
Mr. Hurley rewind .that the report
was absolutely without foundation;
that he had no Intention of leaving
the Santa Fe und that likewise there
was nothing to the story that lie intended going with another road.
Is In

m

Copper avenue, entertained
a
large number of friends nt dinner
yesterday.

County Superintendent's

Salary.

PLEASES

BIG HOUSE
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A year has added a sparkle
and
dash to "The Marriage of Kitty." Miss
ear acted with more confidence last
idght than when she was here last
winter, and the straight way with
which ehe did things was pleasing.
The only change In the cast of the
company since its last visit here was
irt the character of Sir Reginald
The paint and the make-u- p
were the same, but Sir Reginald was
different, and the change apparently
Harry H. Roche,
. is for the good.
who filled the role with ull the peculiarities and fripperies and denseness
of an Englishman, has Just enough
of the "John Hull" stock in him to
produce the character as It Is intended to be produced.
The play Itself presents many ery
Our friend Sir
ludicrous situations.
iteginald, is made the victim of a
rich uncle's will, leaving him 1600
pounds a year if by such a dale he is
however,
married. This marriage,
must be with a Puritan, not a widow.
Sir Reginald, Imagines himself In love
with a thing in skirts, tall, painted
and dressed in passlonute colors, who
Is in love with his money. Sir Reginald's solicitor devises the scheme of
the marriage of Kitty, a divorce a
year hence and then the marriage,
which the uncle in his will opposes.
Though the character of Madame
de Semiano is itself repulsive, the adroitness, witli which Miss Klsie Itaird
fills it, makes one love the woman.
She is very jealous of Sir Reginald's
money and for fear that she will lose
it, it is with the utmost difficulty that
the marriage of Kitty is arranged.
Ktity in realty is a very charming
She is fresh in mind and
creature.
body, but must have employment and
she enters in to the marriage for the
money there is in it. Hut because of
her natural appearance, she must disd
old
guise herself into a
maid of rural mannerism. The change
is made on (he stage wilh telling effect. As she says, it is easy enough
for women to make themselves ugly,
but hard to make themselves pretty.
It takes only a twisting of the skirt,
a knotting of the hair and a crossing
of the eyes to transform lite charming Miss Kitty into a "Sis llopiiins."
It Is a year after when Sir Reginald calls at the home of the wife
of his clandestine man iagt to make
arrangements for a divorce, and for
the first time, li kiwis her a very
charming woman. He actually loves
cause
his wife. The adventures
some little grief to this happy realisation of man and wife, but it all
turns out as It was not intended in
the beginning, and the audience can
not help but be pleased.
A big house greeted the performance last night.
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Stroup For Kat

Round or Bqusr

The annual roll call and business
meeting of the Baptist church will
be held In the church this evening, at
7:30 o'clock. All the members of the
church are urged to be present.
Miss Irmlne Ounsul, of

.

4

Chambers-burs- ;,

Iu., who has been the guest

In

Albuquerque of Maynard Gunsul and
wife, leces tonight
for Roswell,
where she will visit her mother and
another brother, Bernard Cunsul.

'

Are of neat design and hand
sonfely ' finished. Suitable ' In
very way to lie used Id rooms
with tbe most refined furnlsb-Inngs- .
Far superior to the
usual beavy, ungainly, noisy
folding tables hat were heretofore the only kind made.

c
Albuquerque Is to have best band
Special to The Kvenlng Cltisen.
between Kansas City and Los AngeTonopah, Nev., Jan. 1.
:29
Taking as grounds the. verdict of
les. It will be olllclally known as the
Mrs. V. C. Barnes, wife of Secrep. m. Uans
knocked Herman 6 American Lumber Company bund and
the territorial supreme court returntary Hnrnes, of the cattle sanitary
In
eighth
out
round. The
the
the organization Is to be atliliated ed In the case, of the sheriff's office, board, departs today for Los Angeles,
at 4:05 p. m. and 4 with the Kills orchestra.
wherein the court held that Governor where she will
t tight began
Prices Range From
mnke a visit before reUp
ended at 4:30.
The band will be made up almost Otrro had no authority to remove T. turning to her home In Ijis Vegas.
( ) entirely of professional musicians. S. Hubbell from office, suit will be Mrs. Barnes has been the guest In
I
Most of the men who will compose Its filed tomorrow by Esluvio Vigil to re- this city of Mr. nnd Mrs. A. B.
AsstH'IATKl) 111 Kstt .U'4'OIXT.
Instrumentation ure veteran players cover the emoluments of the county
ffey.
Joe flans fought through
the who have traveled the world over superintendent's office since his re"dope" today, says an Associated with some of the best circus bunds in moval. County Superintendent A. H.
Twelve lady friends of Dr. and Mrs.
They will come, from Stroup will be made the defendant C. H. Connor gave them a pillow
Press dispatch last night from Tono- the business.
308-31- 0
Railroad Avenue
Staab Building
to
the
suit,
will
which
be
over
all
country.
pah, Nevada.
for
an
single
A
the
After plamg with
advershower at the doctor's handsome new
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RUSSIA IN SCATHING LANGUAGE

TOLSTOI ARRAIGNS REVOLUT
T1IOITSANIW KIM.KO AXD ALIi Kl'SSIA RKDIVKD TO HUUTAMZKH
AND KMHITTKItEO DKKPAIIt nY A ClltOlI OK PKOPLK WIIO
OF THE TOTAIj THK
ARK MrT XK
Hi: SAYS, AUK I'AIIAMTKM OV THK MASS OK
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I
MITNICATINO TO IT THKIR OWN COURt TTION.
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T1m follow Inn It
IlunNian revolution.
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NOT
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the hpcoimI article by Onunt Tolstoi on
th next artldo Count Tolstoi taken up
tlie Russian people.
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HY COl'NT I,KO TOITlI.)
TO THK KEVOIXTIONISTS:

By revolutionist
I mean those people beginning with tlie miwt
peaceful constitutionalists and extending to the most militant revolutionauthority, otherists who wish to replace the present governmental
wise organized and consisting of other people. f.EO TOI.STOI.

of all shades
You. revolutionists
and denominations, consider the present government harmful, and In various ways, by organizing assemblies
allowed or prohibited by governprojects,
ment), by formuluting
printing articles, making speeches by
unions, strikes and demonstrations,
and, finally (as a natural and Inevitable basis and consequence of all
these activities), by murders, execu

tions and armed insurrections strive
to replace the existing authority by
another a new one.
Though you are all at variance
among yourselves as to what this new
authority should be, yet to bring
about the arrangements proposed by
each of your groups, you stop short
at no crimes; murders, explosions,
or civil war.
You have no words strong enough
to express your condemnation
and
contempt for those official personages
who struggle against you; but It

CORPORA!

treasury from Incorporation fees was

'

income derived

ACT PROVES

Hi

Receipts of Territorial Secre-

tary's Office Increased.
Favorable to Mining Men.
When Territorial Secretary J. W.
Raynolds will have completed his report on Incorporation fees received
for the quarter ending Dec. 21, a
large Increase for the year 1906 will
be shown over 1905 and an even
greater gain as compared with 1904.
It will be several days yet before
accurate figures can be given tor the
purpose of making comparisons by
calendar years In the number of corporations organized and the amount
ot revenue derived In fees therefrom.

The territorial secretary's office la
guided In Its reports by the federal
fiscal year which begins on July 1
instead of the territorial fiscal year

by

the

in 1905, although the
provisions of the act were not generally known until after the publication of the session laws in that
year, the receipts from corporation
fees were $10,850.60, while in 1906,
since the provisions of the act have
obtained a more general publicity,
the terrltorl treasury will receive at
least $1,000.
"It is possible that this act might
be further Improved by a few minor
amendments which would correct discrepancies, real or apparent, now existing in certain portions of the law,
but upou the whole this legislation
was not only one of the most needed
acts, but has also shown Itself to be
one of the most satisfactory passed
by the New Mexico legislature during recent years."

TO ABOLISH

HOLIDAYS
IN

OLD

should not bo forgotten that all the
cruel nets committed by members of
the government In their struggle with
beyou art Justified In their eyes,
cause they, from the cr.ar to the lowest policeman, having been educated
In unlimited respect for the established order, hallowed by age and tradition, when defending this order, feel
fully convinced that they are doing
what Is demanded of them by millions of people, who acknowledge the
rightfulness of the existing order and
of their position In It.
80 that the moral responsibility for
their cruel actions rests not on them
alone, but Is shared by many people.
You. on the other hand, people of all sorts of professions doctors, teachers, engineers, students,
professors. Journalists, women students, railway men, laborers, lawyers,
merchants, land owners, occupied till
now with special pursuits which have
nothing to do with government you,
who are not appealed to or recognized by nnyone but yourselves, hnv-In- g
suddenly
become Indubitably
aware of the precise organization
needed by Russia In the name of this
organization (which Is to be realized
of
In the future, and which each
you defines In his own way),
take
reupon yourselves alone the whole
terrible
sponsibility for these
acts you commit, and you throw
bombs, destroy, musder and execute.
Thousands have been killed; all
Russians have been reduced to deand brutalized.
spair, embittered
And what Is It all for? It is all because among a small group of people,

'ry

territorial

about $10,000;

MEXICO

It is said that It is probable a law
will be passed abolishing many ot the
holidays in Mexico. Such a movement

has been suggested from time to time
and it is understood that some action
will In the near future be taken In the
matter. This is a result of a scarcity
of laborers in Mexico.
Of the 365 daya in the ordinary
year there are 1S1 holidays. They are
as follows: Sunday, 52; saint days, 62;
solemn feast days 15; holy days, 3;
national feast days, 3; family feast
days, 6.
On these days the Mexican laborer
refuses to work. In these days and
times when labor is scarce, the cutting out of more than a third of the
time for holidays works a great hardship. There Is no country In the
world which observes so many holidays as Mexico. More than one-haof the population observes these holidays strictly.

commencing on December 1.
The New Mexico corporation law
which became effective early last
year haa many advantageous features
which capitalists have not been alow
in recognizing and It is having the
deaired effect of attracting outside investors.
law One of Rest. In Country.
Secretary Reynolds Is of the opinion that this new law governing corporations In New Mexico is one of
the very best In the country by reason of Its comprehensiveness and
liberality. He gives some interesting
tacts concerning it and what has
COMING EVENTS
been achieved since It became operative in an interview as follows:
January 8. Miss Claude Albright
"The results which have been attained during the past two years in grand opera sketches at Klks' ophave demonstrated very clearly the era house, under auspices of St.
wisdom of the last legislative assem- John's Episcopal church.
bly In passing what Is known as the
January 28 Paul Gllmore, ia Yale.
General Corporation Laws of 1905.
February 1 King
The act in question Is patterned very Third, by John OrflUh. Richard, the
closely after the New Jersey corporaFebruary 4 Hoyt's Comedy Com
tion law, which is regarded by authorities aa one ot the most compre- pany.
Fobruary 6 Sis Hopkins.
hensive and at the same time liberal
February 6 Messenger Boy.
statute upon the aubject which exists
February 9 Oreston Clarke.
in any of the states of the union toFebruary 11 Julius
by
day. The particular advantage deCaesar
rived by the people of New Mexico Charles Hanford.
March 14 The County Chairman.
from the adoption ot this comprehensive act la the tact that almost every This la the banner performance of
section haa been subjected to inter- the season.
pretation by the courts, not only of
New Jersey, but in a great many instances by the supreme court of the
United States. As the act itself contains specific provisions to cover almost every phase of corporation organisation and management, the advantage to be derived by New Mexico
corporations in following such a statute ia readily discerned.
llaa Many Lllirral Keatures.
"Among the liberal features ot this
act which muke it especially attractive to prospective incorporators may
be mentioned the provisions which
enable the directors to Issue ctock for
property
or service, thus enabling
persona who have valuable properties
of any nature to turn their holdings
over to a corporation and receive In
payment therefore such proportion of
full-pai- d
stock of the company aa the
board of directors may determine
proper. Another feature which Is attractive particularly to the promoters
of mining corporations is the provision which allows the Incorporators to
and
file a certiflcate of
thus do away with any question as to
upon
the liability of the stockholder
stock held by him, beyond the
amount of capital subscribed at the
time the business U started. The ex
haustive treatment of the subject of
consolidation, or merger ot corpora
tions carrying on the same or a si ml
iar business; the complete provisions
(or dissolution of corporations which
may wish to close up business; as
well aa the provisions which are
Victoria, II. ('., Jan. 2. If one In
made for putting Insolvent corpora
tlona into the hands of a receiver strolling dowu the streets W Vicare all wortt y of special study by any toria meets a bet u rim nod,
one Interested in corporations and
Oriental, one do longer turns
their management.
to stare. He Is as common a sight
MieotM For W hich Act Was
"At the time this act was passed those daya aa the Japanese or Chiit waa hoped that the liberal and nese. mouths the Hindoos have been
For
xmprehenslve provisions of the
hundreds from the
utalute would attract prospective in Rrrivlug by the
the
corporators,
and that numbers of Orient, and continuing on to
corporations would be organueu 111 bUte with tho intention of settling
immigraNew Mexico, not only for the purpose to earn a livelihood. The
exof conducting business here, but else tion bas Increased to such an
Orienflood
of
not
the
of
late
that
hope
tent
has
Tbla
well.
as
where
failed In Ita fuiailment. aa will be tals haa come to be considered ofa
observed from the fact that prior to grave menace to the interests
January 1. 1906. the average annual wblto labor and pre&sure Is now be
lf
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SLOAN DOES NOT
LIKE SECRETARY

HITCHCOCK
And Claims That He Is Being

Persecuted Instead
of Prosecuted.
From Denver Post, December 31.
"It Is simply putting into operation
what Is known In Russia as the 'third
section' procedure. In other words, it
Is persecution Instead of prosecution."
These were the words of Dr. John
H. Sloan of Santa Fe, N. M., who was
In Denver last week. He Is under Indictment of a federal grand Jury
charged with perjury and subornation of perjury in connection
with
certain coal land entries.
Dr. Sloan has been a resident of
Santa Fe for nearly a quarter of a
century and Is one of the best known
and most popular of the citizens of
New Mexico.
He was chairman of
the board of county commissioners
of Santa Fe county for a long term of
years and he also served the public
as mayor of the city of Santa Fe.
"This is not the usual general denial," said Dr. Sloan. "I can and will
prove that there Is not a word of
truth in the charges; but I do Insist
that the injustice done me Is but part
and parcel of the system of Kthan
Allen Hitchcock, secretary of the Interior, who is himself under Investigation on charges a thousand
times
more serious than those that have
been made against me.
"Did you know that there is not n
single special agent of the general
land office who Is not a foreigner?
There are KowalskiH, Maurovitchs
and names like that found all along
In the lists of his special agents. The
one he sent to New Mexico Is Delzen-dor- f.
How does that sound?
"I can only figure It out in one
way. Hitchcock put In several years
as a representative of this government In Russia. He must have employed these foreigners for the reason
that he probably surmised that no
true American would do his work.
"But here's the situation: A number of men and women of small
meaiiH make declaratory statements
pursuant to taking up about 1.G00
acres of valuable coal land. When it
came time to file on the laud, or lose

hardly one
of the
whole nation, some have decided that
what Is needed for the very best organization of the Russian empire Is
the continuation of the douma which
lately sat; while others say that what
Is needed Is a douma chosen by universal, secret and equal voting; a
third party say that what Is needed
is a republic; nnd yet a fourth party
declare that what Is needed Is not
an ordinary republic, but a socialist
republic. And for the sake of this,
you provoke a civil war!
You say you do It for the people's
sake, and that your chief aim Is the
welfare of the people. IJut the hundred millions for whom you do It,
do not ask It of you, and do not want
all these things which you. by such
evil means, try to obtain. The mass
of the people does not need you at
all, but always has regarded,
and
still regards you, and cannot but regard you, as useless grubs who In one
way or another, consume the fruits
of Its tabor and are a burden upon

nicating to It your own corruption.
Only imagine vividly to yourselves
these millions, ever patiently laboring, and supporting your unnatural
and artificial life on their shoulders;
imagine them possessed of all these
reforms you are hoping to obtain,
and you will see how foreign to this
people is all that you are aiming at,
professedly for their advantage. They
have other tasks, nnd see more profoundly than you do the aim that Is
before them; and they express the
consciousness of their destiny, not in
newspaper articles, but by the whole
life of a hundred million people.
Rut no, you cannot understand
this. You are firmly convinced that
this coarse folk has no roots of Its
own, nnd that It will be a great blessing for It. If you enlighten It with the
latest article you have rend, and by
so doing make it ns pitiful, helpless
and perverted as you are yourselves.
You say you want a Just organization of life, but In fact you can exist
only under an Irregular, unjust organization. Hhould a really Just organization be established with no place
for those who live on the labor of
others, you all; landlords, merchants,
doctors, professors and lawyers, as
wejl ns factory hands, manufacturers,
workshop owners, engineers, teachers and producers of cannons, tobacco, spirits, looking glasses, velvet,
ets., together with the members of
the government
would starve
to
death.
What you need Is not a really Just
order of life, for nothing would be
more dangerous for you than on or- -

it.

Only realize to yourselves clearly
the life of this hundred million Russian agricultural peasantry,
who,
strictly speaking,
alone constitute
the body of the Russian nation; and
understand that you all professors
and factory hands. doctors, engineers. Journalists, students, land owners, women students, veterinary surgeons, merchants, lawyers and railway men; the very people so concerned about Its welfare are harmful parasites on that body, sucking
Its sap, rotting upon It, and commu
the right to do so by time limitation,
they were unable to pay the 120 per
acre which must be paid at that
Juncture, I offered to lend them the
money needed, nt 8 per cent Interest,
taking mortages on the land, to be
lifted after patent was Issued, to secure me for my money and my Interest. They also gave me power of
attorney, so that I could lense the
lands should opportunity arise.
"Now, the entries were bona fide
entries. They were made Individually
by those who filed.
My money was
paid on these lands a sum reaching
near $30,000.
"This was In May, 1903. The government has held and has used my
money ever since. Patents on some
parts of the land have already been
issued and the rest wilt be Issued and
then my mortgages will be In effect
but they are not now. It was expressly stated In the Instruments that the
mortgages could only mature two
years after patents were issued.
"Then here came this Delzendorf
and he secured affidavits from two
persons scarcely known to anybody
to the effect that the filings were
not made In good faith and that I
was party to the fraud.
"There was no seneblance of fraud
about it. I loaned money on interest
because I thought It a good Investment. I think so still. It was purely
11
business transaction and nothing
else can be made of it."

Territorial
Topics
THK NMK CLASS OF
WOMKN

HlSTIJiRS.

The Woman's club of Albuquerque
edited and published the daily edition
of the Citizen on the 18th ult
It
consisted of sixteen pages, well filled
with reading and advertising.
The
Woman's club of Albuquerque must
up
be made
of the same class of
hustlers as is the Farmington WoTimes-Hustle- r.
club. Farmington
man's
SHOT DOWN

RY
A SALOONKKKPKR.

Geo. Jowell was shot Sunday night
ut Portal, Dona Ana county, by A. I!.
Roswell, a saloonkeeper.
Roswell,
It will be remembered, was the man
who killed C. 15. Reed in his saloon
at Portal lust spring.
Jowell was
Particukilled In the same saloon.
lars of the trouble which led to the
shooting have not been received.

der In which everyone had to do
work useful to all.
Only cease to deceive yourselves;
consider well the place you hold
among the Russian people and what
you are doing, and It will be clear
to you that your struggle with the
government Is the struggle of two
parasites on a healthy body, and that
both contending parties are equally
hnrmful to the people. Speak, there-for- e,
of your own Interests; but do
not speak for the people. Do not
lie about them, but leave them In
peace. Fight the government. If you
cannot refrain; but know that you
are righting for yourselves, not for
the people, and that In this violent
struggle there Is not only nothing
noble or good, but that your struggle Is a very stupid and harmful and,
above all, a very Immoral affair.
Your activity alms, you say, at
making the general condition of the
people better. Rut that the people's
condition should be better. It Is necessary for people themselves to be better. This Is as much a truism as that
to heat a vessel of water all the
drops In it must be heated. That
people may become better, It Is necessary that they should turn their
attention ever more and more to
their Inner life. Rut external public
activity, and especially public strife,
always divert men's minds from the
Inner life; and, therefore, by perverting people, always and Inevltnhly
lower the level of general morality,
ns has everywhere been the case, nnd
as we now see most strikingly exemplified In Russia.

bushy-whiskere-

I'ad

third section of Count Tolstoi's
Is an address to the man ot
tlie Russian people. For oonvOMtcnce
sake this address a masterly, fervent
T1m

article

piece of work, Is divided Into two
parts, tlie first of which will be published tills week.

Ill years old and had been a resident sentenced to one year in prisen for
years. forgery.
of this county for sixty-nin- e
She was the mother of Mrs. M.
J. P. O'Brien, age 18 years, sentenced to one year in prison for atShe died Tuesday morning at 8 tempting to aid prisoners to escapa
o'clock after an Illness of but a short from Jail.
time. Notwithstanding her advanced
years, Mrs. Sosa was bright mental- BOTTOMLESS LAKE
ly almost to the hour of her death.
IN PECOS VALLEY
She waa born in Cocospera, Sonora,
East of the Pecos river and some
on Christmas day, 1795. When she twelve miles from Roswell are tt
years or four 'bottomless lakes," said 10 be
came to that vicinity sixty-nin- e
ago, there was no settlement in what nearly a thousand feet deee. These
la now Tucson. The soldiers had not lakes seem to have been fo'tned by
yet reached that section and the Apa- the crust of earth and rook over a
che Indiana were bloodthirsty then given space sinking and the water
and were on the warpath, aa they rising to within a few feet ot the surwere in later years. The settlement face ot the ground. Since the ' unat that time waa at San Xavier Mis- usual snow storm, which fell here last
sion, although the old adobe church month. It has been discovered that a
across the river was In use.
similar lake, about 800 feet In circumference, has suddenly appeared
on the farm of a Mr. Ditto, two miles
CONVICTS FROM
SAN MIGUEL COUNTY west of Lake Arthur. The water level
Sheriff Cleofea Romero ot Las Ve- stands about three feet below the
gas and Deputies A. A. Sena and L. surface of the ground. The lake to
Although a line 166
A. Drill, arrived In Santa Fe yester- almost circular.
day with four prisoners found guilty feet long haa been used to its full
and sentenced to terms in the terri- length In an attempt to sound this
torial prison at the recent session of lake, the bottom of It waa not reachthe Fourth judicial district court for ed.
San Miguel county. Judge William J.
Mills, presiding.
They were turned
Wise Counsel From the Sontli.
over to the prison authorities and
want to give some valuable ad"I
will enter upon the neaw year in con- vice to those who suffer with lame
vict's garb. The prisoners were:
back and kidney trouble," says J. R.
William C. Brown, age 33 years, Blankenehlp, of Beck, Tenn. "I have
sentenced to two and a half years in proved to an absolute certainty that
prison for having stolen property in Electric Bitters will positively care
his possession. Brown is a negro and this distressing condition.
The first
this Is his second term In the New bottle gave me great relief and after
Mexico penitentiary.
taking a few more bottles, I waa comage 24 years, pletely cuVed; so completely that it
Santiago Padilla,
sentenced to two and a half years in becomes a pleasure to recommend
prison for robbery.
this great remedy." Sold under guarSamuel Neumuth, age 37 years. antee by all druggists. Price

GIRL IXJOIED AT
AIiAMOGORIH) IjAUNDltf
Miss Kmilla Rorunda, daughter of
Pancho Rorunda. was badly injured
by accidentally being caught in the
mangle machine at the Alamogordo
MARKET LETTER
laundry, says the News.
Her left
hand got caught and the arm was
pulled into the machine and the hand
nnd forearm was badly crushed. Dr.
Special Correspondence.
and It Is understood
Kansas City, Dec. 31. Cattle re Miller was called
5c.
hand and arm will be saved
ceipts last week were only 19.000 that the
from amputation, though the girl will
head, holiday week cutting the run ever
have a crippled hand.
down to a minimum aa usual. Packers found themselves confronted with
A MILE
mniiy urgent orders that they had not HUMPED FOlt
OVER, THE TIES.
figured on, and the result was a
Rev. Father Celller, of Springer,
killing
grades
scramble for
and prices
IN SOUTHERN ALBERTA. CANADA
a rather rough and peculiar
15 to 30 centa higher.
Offerings from relates
coming up from
experience
while
range
country
the
were confined to a Roy over
road last Satsmall number of medium grade Colo urday, saysthetheDawson
On the
Stockman.
rado stockers at 13.75 to 14.00, cows way und while the train was running
Irrigated farm lands in Egypt, according to reports of tlie United
only 11 little above canners at $2.75
an ordinary rate of speed, the car
States Department of Commerce, are worth $225 per acre. Irrigated
to S3.1R, Panhandle stockers $3.40 to at
he occupied with
farm landa in the United States are worth from $100 to $8,900 per
83.85, cows 82.40 to 83.75. The sup- in front of the 0110 passengers
acre.
Jumped
ply today Is 9,000 cattle, Including a number of other
Irrigated farm lands In Southern Alberta are worth jugt as mttch
along
on
from
the
the
rode
and
rails
nothing from the range country, and ties before It wan noticed by the train
more
or
than landa In Egypt and the United States, but the Canadian
the market strong. The cattle yards crew. It must be, at best, a rough
Pacific Railway Company la selling them at from $18 to $25 per acre
were cleaned up close last week. piece of
purpose
for the
of Inducing settlement In their 3,000,000-acr- e
track along there not to have
block.
number remaining In the yards Sat noticed the
Irrigated farm landa sold by them three months ago at from $18
between a run
urday being only 650 head, about as over the tleadifference
per
$25
to
acre are now being held by the purchasers at from $50 to
and rails.
small, ns it ever gets. Total cattle
$75 per acre.
and calf receipts here during 1906 ROUND OVK.lt FOR
The difference between $18 and $2,000 is worth while. If you are
foots up 2,550,000 head, of which
PASSINO HOCUS COIN
Interested In doubling and trebling your money within a few months.
260.000 nre calves.
This is 115.00
Pedro Valparal, a young native,
you
are, drop a card to the address below and receive detailed inIf
cattle and 17,000 calves greater than who says he is 20 years old. was
formation. Including maps, literature, etc., fully describing the opporwere ever received here in a year given a hearing before Justice Bailey
tunity of the age.
previously, last year having exceeded on the charge of passing a bogus coin
other previous years. Just as it was for $10 at the Star bakery, Bays the
The Canadian Pacific Irrigation Colonization Cos., Ltd.
ltslf eclipsed by 1906. Total value of Roswell Record. The supposed coin
live stock of all classes received here which he Is accused of passing was
ROOM
CALGARY, ALBKRTA, CANADA
during 1906 was $142,000,000.
a souvenir that had an Imitation ot
Sheep and lambs advanced 10 to 26 a United States ten dollar gold piece
Ompmrtmmt,
RmNvrmy
Lmnda. Cmnmdlmn
cents last week, most gain on year on one side and of a coin of the same
lings and sheep. Run is 6800 today, denomination from Argentine Repubmarket 10 cents lower. The offer- lic on the other. He was bound over
ings from Colorado have not been to the federal grand jury with a bond
very good quality lately, selling at of $750. llelng unable to secure that
$6.80 to $7.15, weighing 60 to 64 amount of bail, the defendant is in
pounds. There Is nothing good here Jail.
today from Colorado or the west.
PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
Kansas fed western lambs sold at WILL 1'I.ANT TWO
$7.50 today, bulk of lambs above $7,
HUNDRED ACRES TO ALFALFA
EASY TO REACH.
F. J. Short of Greenfield, Iowa, is
some 85 pounds fed western yearlings
at $6.25, light Mexican yearlings at Artesla. He is the gentleman who
RELIEVES PAin.
worth up to $6.60, wethers $5.00 to bought the Harry W. Hamilton farm 1
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
begun
$5.65, ewes $4.65 to $5.35. Total sheep some months ago. He has
and
receipts here during 1906 are 1,615,-00- 0 planting 200 acres of nlfalfa
CURES RHEUMATISM.
head, an increase ot 300,000 head when this Is completed all the 4S0
over last year, which was the great acres will be under the succulent
CURES I DNEY AILMENTS.
The Butler well rig moved out
est year In sheep receipts previous to
yesterday to drill unother
1906.
artesian
CURES DIABETES.
well on the premises. Mr. Short Is
m
CURES INDIGESTION.
A Jumalca l4uly Speaks Highly of arranging matters to bring his famCluiinlM-rluiit'Cough Remedy.
ily to Artesla next year when he will
CURES DROPSY.
Mrs. Michael Hart, wife of the su make extensive Improvements 011 his
perintendent of Cart Service at Kings farm. The place is one ot the best
ton, Jamaica, West Indies Island i, in the valley for Its size and Is cersays that she hus for some years used tain to prove a profitable investment
ACCOMMODATIONS
FIRST
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy for to its owner.
CLASS.
coughs, croup und whooping cough
CiOVKKNMKNT
and has found It very beneficial. She RIDS
WORK TVKXm IKJWN
has Implicit confidence in It and would
After having advertised for bids
Sea Santa Fs Agant for round
not be without a bottle of it in her
three successive times for the erec
home. Sold by ull druggists.
trip
rates, good for thirty days.
tion of the girls' home nt the United
I
training schol near
The Albuquerque Junk company, States Indian
Clinton J.
506 South Second street, pays cash Santa Fe, Superintendent
for old furniture, old clothing, iron, Oandall was forced to turn down all m
paper, the bids again because they were too 4lAfASSASSSAflASMSSSASAS
brass copper, sine, rubber,
VWVWVWVWVWVWVWWVWVWn
rags, bottles, etc. In fact all kinds of high. Another change In the plans
U
ou uave tried other tailors
and
second hand goods and junk. Send will be made and other bids will be
are not eatiaaed why not try oa.
us postal. Will call. Everything has isked for. M. M. Sundt, contractor of
ing brought to bear upon the gov a value. Old buildings, machinery, Las Vegas, was awarded the contract
We know we can please you, once
eminent to take some action with a buggies, wagons, etc, bought for for the erection of the new mess hall,
view of checking the Influx.
jou get a suit of us you are eure to
his bid being a little less than $16,000.
highest cash price.
Hindoos and Mohammedans, though
u
The contract for an addition to the
come again, as our work ig all strictly
dlaplslng one another, are alike crosswarehouse and for the erection of a
How to Cure i'hlibUiliiK.
ing the Pacific as fast as boats can
first class.
"To enjoy freedom from Chil- lavatory were awarded to August
carry tbem, and a dark east Indian blains," writes John Kemp, East Otls-flel- Relugardt and Carlos Dlgneo. con
Cleaning, pressing and repairing
passes
face now
almost unnoticed in
Me., "I apply Bucklen's Arnica tractors of Santa Fe, for $2,000 and
the crowds upon tho at rents. The) Salve.
neatly done on short notice.
Have also used it for salt $3,000 respectively.
come not as servants or laundryinen rheum with excellent results." Guar
If you want something right give ua
but an laborers. Work on the rail anteed to cur', fever sores, indolent A VERY OLD WOMAN
DEAD AT TUCSON
a trial.
road or any other sort of manual Ulcers, piles, burns, wounds, frost
Death claimed Tuesday, last week,
labor Is what they are seeking.
bites ami kln diseases. 25c ut all
the oldest resident of Tucson, and,
The first corslgnmeint found things drug stores.
without Uoubt, one of the oldest perto their liking and have since been
F. TOMEI
sending messages to the Orient utk
BRO.
Our ROUGH lUlV work don's have sons In the world, when Mrs. SaUno
ing tholr fellows to follow their ex to be wadhd '"er Imperial laun M. Sosa passed away of old age, says
was
Mrs.
Sosa
Citizen.
the Tucin
ample and fculp for Amorloa.
dry Co.

Irrigated Farm Lands.
$18.00 to $25.00 per acre
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HINDU INVASION A MENACE

y,

This lowering of the level I general morality causes the moat Immoral part of society to coma mere and
more to the top; and an lmmarat public opinion Is formed which not only
permits, but even a proves crimes,
robberies, debauchery, and murder
itself.
Morality Is lowered more and more,
and the most Immoral of snen: the
Dantons, Marnts, Napoleons, Talleyrand h. Rlsmnrcks, become the heroes
of the day. 80 that participate
in
public actlclty and strife, la not
ly
an elevated, useful and good
fot
thing, but on the contrary It fe a
most unquestionably stupid, harmful
and Immoral affair.
Reflect on this, especially you,
young people, who are not yet Immersed In the sticky mud of poKUcal
activity. Shake oft from yonraelvea
the terrible hypnotism you arc under; free yourselves from the Wfa of
this pseudo-servic- e
of the poole. In
the name of which you consider
everything permitted to jrou: above
til. think of the highest qualities of
vour soul, demanding of yo neither
?qual and secret voting, nor armed
Insurrections, nor legislative assemblies, nor any similar stupidities an
cruelties, but solely that you should
live good and true lives.
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PUTYOUR MONEY INTO A GREATEST FRENCH NOVELIST

Vehicles

jKIICHE

...AND ...

SIZES IIP THE AMERICAN GIRL
KAMOl S PAl'l. ROCIUiKT, IN AN K.STIMATK THM.V JAI.I,IC. SAYS
A MONO cm 1 Kit THINGS THAT TIIK GRASS WIIOW CIIAPK.RON
,s ,.IT.. N AMERICA COMPARISON WITH TIIR JIHI, OP
KNJOYS lIKIt MRF.RTY TO TIIK
KRANCK IMPOSSIRI.K

Start the New Yea Right

As for me, after closely study- Ing many human conditions, I

9

9 think that for a young man of
9 25 the chances for the most per
9 feet happiness comes from be- n
it Ing
Englishman fin- 9 ishing his studies at Oxford,
9 and for a' girl to be born an
9 American, with a father who has
Y made
his fortune In mines, rail- 9 roads or land speculations, and
4 to arrive with good sponsors in
4 New York or Washington so- 4 clety.
4
PAUL RoCROKT.

Harness

9

at Reduced
Price.

well-know-

ii y PAt ii

immimjkt.)

e"

SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TIME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

V

Of the IWnfli Aosulrmy; Port, Crltlo, and NotoIM.
Special 1'oripnpoinU-nce- .
thounlits. To know whethrr or not
The first thin
thnt strlk.vt the.h
mnrry nceordlnit to her
4
Wni
HOOSIER KITCHEN CABINET
4'
traveler who has heard much about heart, wether she will not have a
The Furniture Man.
Booklet.
uini.
young woman of America Is the romance, more frequently
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M. P Cheney, road foreman of en
gines, has been transferred from
Needles to the Los Angeles division.
aud W Reid. from San Rernardino
ut present the road foreman there, H

H

transfer

u

take his place at Needles. This
place
was to have taken
Koaie months ago. but has been de
laved until the present time.

to

IIAIJ-- ' MILLION HOLLAR FIUK
CAIKKH I1Y ROYS AT DKIOT.

destroyed
the
Fire completely
roundhouse and storehouse of the
railroad ut
International
Mexican
Monclova, December 30.
Ten loco
motives and other equipment and t
large quantity of supplies w re burn
ed. The loss is placed ut 1500,000.
The tire was started by two boys, who
were playing with a luntern near the
storeroom, where the oils and other
combustibles were kept.
ALL AROI'T A

1100100 MM. TRAIN"
Saturday, on the log train
coming down from the hills, car No,
13, which was the thirteenth cur In
the train, ran off the track ut mile
post JJ, which H thirteen miles from

lt

and ditched thirteen logs
with which It wus loui.ed, says the
Advertise!. It i stated that no ln
vestigutlon was ot acred, us It was perfectly plain to the officials that it was
a hoodoo which did the business.

CloudVroft

ti ATY ItOAU CONTINI F.S TO

iilVK NKWSPAPKR PASSES.
Chicago ditipatch says: It Is not
neceatary for a railroad to conceal Its
contracts with l.utiislirrs recording
to the stand taken by the Missouri,
Kaiim A Teas road. The company's
A
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MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERTHE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
LINE OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADINO
EAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
CITY. GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
AND FROM THE
LOS ANOELES,
FRANCISCO.
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO Eh
PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 25
140 FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE.
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
AND GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES;
PUBLIC
SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTINO $16,000; CHURCHES;
COMMERCIAL CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.600
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROLLER
MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOI, FLOUR, WHEAT, WINW, DEANS AND HAY
IK CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS IMPORTANCE
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY 'N
THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.
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COME

TO BELEN, N. M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

rvfVfAWwVWvfVmvVwVf

A Railway

"

am

sn

sfi
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sns

rl sns

Center

ALL FA8T LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THB CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
MODERN
GRAVEL WJS NEED A FIRST-CLASHOTEL AND A GOOD,
S,

ra
OUR PRICES OF IOTS ARE IOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
PURCHASB
WARRANTY DEEDS.
MAY REMAIN ON
MONEY CASH. TWO-THIRNOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONB
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

The Belen Town and

ONE-THIR-

provement
,0HN BECKER, Pies

Dfl00HHHHBH0HHBHBBHHHHBH0HHBflHB00M

WM. M. BERBER,

D

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES. IF
TOU WISH TO 8ECURE THB CHOICEST LOTS.
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THAtX ARRIVAL.

RAILROADAVErr

WEST

No. 4 at 6: ST. It. in.
No. 8 at $ a. m.
No. 1 at 10 p. m.
No report on 7 and

New Year's Resolutions

Hon. Solomon Luna Is In the city

heretofore undone or undo something done.
They are easy in theory, but often

very hard in practice.

!

We Have Made No New
.

Resolutions

Old liublt wllll cling mid will dominate tiie Mllcy we shall pursue
through 1V07 (he hnhlt we fornat Hie lieglnnlng of our buHlncm
career .f waving our customers fuKhriill). r(r our old friends and
the nunieron now ones 1006 brought us we Mill retuin the old
habits that brought tin all suooewi that of aiding them In icmllng
their shoe money to tho best advantage.
.lust at this period when tho Increased cost of uuitei'lulH In such a
temptation to skimp n llttlo wo stick a cloe n ever to the quality
habit. So wlien you liny our shoe you need have no misgivings
about their future. We guarantee satisfaction.
-

Largest Line of Candy in the City J
C. N. BRIGHAM
Successor to

F. F. Trotter

CONFECTIONERY

SUGAR

CITIZEN.

own on the sick list the past few
days, tetepehoned to Tho Evening
Cltlacn, this morning that he was
again on his feet and proposd to
waicn all those who are on tho w.ite
nagon, so as to prevent them, from
railing off.
Manager Graham, of the Albuquer
que telephone service, Is expecting i
visit from General Hu per In tendon
burgess and Engineer Rhodes, who
win arrive from Denver tomorrow to
see what progress the Installation of
the new system Is making.
Man
uger Gruhum said this morning that
he hoped to have the new 'phones
working by the 2"th of the present
month.
Undertaker Frank Strong Inn re
celved a letter from Mrs. C. Johnson,
Gi.O South Union street. Chicago, re
quesung him to furnish her particu
lars of the death of her husband.
who committed suicide on Santa Fe
train No. 1, near Kennedy, by shoot
ing nimseir in tho temple with a revolver. He will probably send her
copies of the Alhuquerque
papers
containing the eccount of the affair
Hn. Solomon Luna and lion. Car
los Iiacn, of Ixis I. unas, today appear
ed at the court house and had their
bonds signed by Judge Abbott, to be
filed with the probate clerk of Valencia county nt Los Lunns. Mr.
Luna is the collector ami treasurer,
and Mr. Ilaca the sheriff of Valencia
county. The other
ofllcers-elec- t,
whose bonds had to be approved by
the commissioners of that county,
met at Lo Lunas yesterday and were
sworn In hv Probate Clerk J. M
Luns.

from Ixs Lunas.
f'harlcx Keinkcn. of Helen, nine In
today on business.
5. Roberts
arrived till" morning
from San Antonio, N. M
K. A. C'lnncnK is here from Magdu
lenu on a business mission.
F. t. McVay. of Wlltard. N. M Is
among the visitors to the Iuke City
toduy.
James Mitchell and Miss Hat tie
Reasley were granted a marriage II
cense today.
frank Ralph, the plasterer, re
turned this morning from n ten Uuys
visit to El Paso.
Engineer J. A. Roush of the Wins- low division, has returned home from
a two weeks' visit to relatives at To
pekn.
Alvln I'ohle announces that he In
tends to upend the winter In southern
California, and says he will leave to
morrow night.
The ladles' Aid will meet nt the
Lead Avenue Methodist Episcopal
church tomorrow afternoon ut 2:30
Everyone Ik welcome.
LOST TEAM MYSTERY
Francisco Luccro y Montoya, rep
resentative-elec- t
to the legislature
from thin county. In Indisposed with a
IS
threatened attack of appendicitis.
H. H. Henlng, city editor
of the
Morning Journal, returned to the city
Deputy
Montoya unravelled
last night. He enjoyed the Christmas a profoundSheriff.
(?) mystery for A. E.
holidays with his mother at St. Louis,
lark, a Parajlto merchant, on New
Tom Rogers, of Kit Carson, Colo. Year'a day. Eil route to Farajlto from
u well known stockman
of those Albuquerque Monday Clark accident
parts, Is In Albuquerque looking after ally fell from his wagon and a friend
the shipment of some stock
who found him lying stunned In the
Edward T. Hannati. well known road took him to his home. The
newspaper correspondent, spent New team disappeared and Cltti'k came to
Year's day In Albuquerque.
at the
Mr Albuquerque and reported
sheriff's that ho feared his team and
Hannan Is living at Santa Fe.
James Graham McNary, formerly wagon had, been stolen. Deputy
of the Las Vegas Optic but now with Sheriff Montoya accompanied Clark
the team was
the First National banak of Kl Paso, to nls home wh.-rfound locked in Clark's corral and
Is registered at the Alvarado.
nearby.
Nothing
the wagon
United States Marshal C. M. For was missing. stood
Another
friend
had
departed
aker
for Silver City last found the outfit and taken them
night on business connected with his home,
apparently while Clark was at
office, which will probably necessl
the home of the party who discovered
tate his absence for two days.
him lying in the road.
Dr. J. P. Kaster left yesterday for
Topeka, after having spent several PARISIAN AKT SHOW
days In the city visiting local patients.
OPKN8 IX PVUIS.
Dr. Kaster Is chief surgeon for the
Paris, Jan. 2. The Parisian
art
Santa Fo, with offices at Topeka.
show opened todny under auspi-taiThe attendance was
The Cerontmo club will meet to circumstances.
night at tho club's temporary quar very large and fashionable,
all the
ters in "Tammany hall." A full at well known artists In the city a id art
patrons
belivg
present.
The exhibit
tendance is desired, as business of an
Important nature will bo transuded. are all nineteenth century work presented to the nation by Moreau. 1 h
By order of the secretary.
II. W. llussell. u prominent mining collection comprises early and latT
man from the Magdalenu district, is works of the 1830 school, with cr
In the city buying supplies.
Mr. llus- umples of subsequent art movement,
sell Bays that there Is more doing In including the Impressionists.
mining in the Magdalenu mountains
Just now than In many years past.
DRUG STORES Will
Mrs. C. It. Smith returned to her
home at Gullup today, after a pleasant visit In the city with her daugh. CLOSE ON SUNDAYS
ter, who Is a student nt the university. Mrs. Smith is a ward school
principal in the city schools of the
CONCLUI1H
TO
Carbon City.
CLONK BETWEEN HOURS OF
ZAVcigurt,
formerly con
I P. M. ANI 0 I. M. SUNDAYS.
nected with the Sun Joku meat mar
ket, announces that ho has purchased
beginning January 6th. the drug
tne rtighlund market, at the corner stores
of this city will close during
of South Arno street and Coal avenue, me nours
n
between 1 n. m. nml
from Charles Conroy.
He will at m. on Sundays, and the public will
once take churge of the market.
do well to remember this new ream
Montague
Stevens, the Socorro lation. Though at first this will strike
county ranchman who Is directing his some as inconvenient
Its justice to the
attention these days to timber and is storekeeper is apparent as there Is no
supplying his neighbors with lumber class- of business which requires
so
for buildings purposes, came In this much of Its proprietors and employes
y as noes
morning from the south, and will
the puarmceutical line.
a few days' visit with Mrs. Ste- sonable reBt is essential to all Rea
men
vens and son, George.
and it is with this end In view that
Conductor and Mrs. George Frost the druggists of Albuuuernue have
have returned to Albuquerque from a decided on this step.
prolonged visit to Chicago and Danville, III. They were absent from Albuquerque for six weeks.
Mr. Frost HERMAN ZWEIGART BUYS
is the oldest conductor In the service
of the Santa Fe on this end of the
HIGHLAND
system.
MARKET
Mrs. W. II. Whiteman, formerly a
resident of this city where her husband, now deceased, was a practicing
Wtih a view to placing it on a par
attorney, passed through the city to- with the best markets of the city and
day on No. 2 passenger train, en route lemg with all the markets of the cltv
to Danville, 111., where she will spend for trade, Herman Zwelgart has purthe remainder of the winter with her chased the Highland Meat Market
daughter, Mrs. John C. Mulr, and son, from Chtis. Conroy, the grocery merFred Whiteman.
chant. The store is located next to
the Conroy grocery at the corner of
J. F. Montoya and son of Bakers-fielCal., arrived here last night for Coal avenue and south Arno street.
Mr. Zwelgart Is one of the most exa short visit with the family of Deputy Sheriff Montoya. They leave this perienced meat cutters of the city.
evening for Trinidad, Colo., where He has been head cutter nt the San
they will visit with relatives of Mrs. Jose market for the past several years
Montoya. J. P. Montoya, who is a uiiu was an employe or the same
cousin of Deputy Sheriff Montoya, has market for three years on one preresided at Bakersefleld
for fifteen vious occasion. That Mr. Zwelgart
will provide only the best meut the
years.
Rev. W. W. Havens, the ponderous market affords for his customers goes
superintendent of the New Mexico-Arizon- a without saying.
n
leuguo, who has
Men's high ( top shoes, box culf or
Russia calf, with extra heavy visco-llze- d
1U. C. II. CONNOR
soles. Either black or tun. Just
OSTEOPATH.
the thing to keep your feet warm and
Rooms S and 4, N. T. Arinljo building. dry
without any rubbers. Prices range
from IS. 50 to 14.00. C. May's shoe
store, 314 West Railroad avenue.
j

Only express our intention to do something

E7ENINQ

Believe Us
mmmmmaBmKmmmmammmm

We can save you money

NOW
In the purchase of

a Piano

We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own prices almost.
SEE US betore you buy

Do It Today
Established

(en ii

on

&

1900

Lindemann,
2M W. Gold Aveine

no American

block.

icr

A.fiO

Lump
ifl.so
Anthracite Nnt
SB.50
Anthracite mixed
ft.00
Anthracite, stove and .furnace
'
o.5o
Clean Gas Coke
Se.oo
WOOD.

.

. .

.

In a few days we will announce some startling
on all of our
In the meantime, call in if in need of any Clothing or Furnishing Goods and we can convince you
quickly that our store is the best' place for you to
obtain these goods. All of our Suits, Overcoats,
Underwear, Hosiery, Sweaters and other Winter
Furnishings are offered at cut prices.
price-reductio-

Cei-rillo-

Green Mill Wood, per load
Dry Mill Wood, per load
Factory Wood, er load

annual January sale is a demonstration
of our belief in making merchandise move
in season. Some lines that remain practically
intact must share the fate of broken lots and
sizes in this January clearance. Goods that have
been too high class for the majority of buyers
must move back into the ranks of the lower
priced. Excess stock must diminish, and our
method of bringing this result about is the ready
knife trat cuts deep into prices.
,

COAL

I

S2.2.1

$3.75
S3.00

left-over- s.

W. H. HAHN & CO.

STURM

Both Phones.

DR.

D

QUR

TODAY

Learnard

Off With tiie Old
On With the New

L. II. CHAMBERLAIN.

DENTIST.
ROOM 2,
CROMWELL BLOCK.
ESTABLISHED SINCE 18HI.

The Ralltoad A venue Clothier.

JUST

TO REMIND YOU

e

GEO. W. HICKOX.

WE
'.

h&ve

T. Y. MAYNARO

enjoyed a phenomenal

trade, and wish

Holiday

to thank our hosts of friends and patrons and to

extend to them all a "Happy

New

Year."

Makes a Very Practical Present
No doubt many would appreciate a SHOT GUN
A POCKET KNIFE-- Is

always acceptable
We have the celebrated "Diamond Edge' Cutlery
Decorated China and Nickel Plated Ware

m

Tfce

Hickox-Maynar-

New Mexico's
mnd

Co.

d

Leading

Jewelers

In Your Wstehmt for trooalr

THE ARCH FRONT.

SOUTH

ALBUQUERQUE

8EC0N0 8TREET.

HARDWARE

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenae

nc-rmu-

Rarebit

A

en-Jo-

e

In n Maiiui"n, lxmm.ui Cliatiug Iuh.
Always .i-- 'v.ti j worrying about firc.
8 iipty u ria':i, sua lua lew miuuUs
tiie

manning, Bowman & Co.

Chafing Dish
hn produced a dainty tnnrael torrg-alyour rucsU. Ii aure to are that your
chabnjr dir.li in aupnlied with the
pataniMl Hmlru
food pan found only In Mao
oing, Itownuu & Co. Chanug JJtauea.
e

.

etl

roa sals ar

I

ALBUQUEROUE

HARDWARE

GO,

d,

8

Fourth and Railroad Avenae

E VER

mm

THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE
Dlimondi,

'cur

tr.tfe

W.tciei. Jewtury.
U(J

jusr.Etes

C

OImi, Clocks. 811varare.

A SQUARE DEAL.

W

W

lnvlt

will appreciate

a Suit or Overcoat with the
tinctive style and fit which STEIN-BLOCClothing has.

dis-

H

It costs about the same as ordinary
clothing, but you can distinguish the workmanship a block away.
Ask to be shown. It might save you
much annoyance.
Suits range in price from $J5 upwards.

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

SSStHHSSSS

i

WANTED.
WHO IS ACQUAINTED
WITH THE CONSUMING
TRADE.
GOOD SALARY.
I 'OR PARTICUL- ARS CALL AT THE CITIZEN OF.
ITCE.
MAN

A working mun with $100.00 cash
can have Interest In puying business.
No scheme. Experience unnecessary.
Albuquerque,
Junk Co., f06 South
Second street.
For a few days we will pay from
$2.00 to 20.00 a ton for iron. As
usual, we pay the highest possible
prices for any and all kinds of
metals, rags, clothing, magazines, etc.
Albuquerque Junk Co., P0
South.
Second street.

NO SHORTAGE OF GAS COKE,
CLEAN, SATISFACTORY",
ECONOMICAL. EYCELLENT FOR OPEN
GRATES,
PER TON. W. II.

IL1IN it

$.

CO.

FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE,
DRUG STORE.

WAL-TON'-

8

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
Al THf
COLOMBO HAIL
Admissioi 50c

DANCING SCHOOL
Ladies Fret

NORTH FIRST STREET

Between Railroad and Ceppar A ve.

o
3

&
O
O

Wholesale and Ret-i-

0
0
O

O
O

o
o
o

l

I

HARDWARE

45

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves, Fittings Steam and Water
Supplies Hose and Belting.
Stoves. Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron. Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.

Mail Orders Solicited
mouth rift atrt
us.4oi,na,4oa,$17.North
rirat etroot

Antl-Suloo-

A

YliTE ARE SURE you

115-11- 7

Yte2256rl

LET

Albuquerque,

NeMexlco

People Are
Rapidly Learning
That water chilled by contact with ice is
much more wholesome than water into
which ice is put directly.

Sealshipt Oysters
Are the only Oysters shipped without ice or preservatives put directly
in the receptacle with them. This is possible only through the use of

Sealshipt Oyster Carrier,
"Once a Sealshipt customer, always a Sealshipt customer."
Try Sealshipt Oysters once and you will never accept any other kind.
Sealshipt Oysters Fresh Every Morning at the

